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Paris receives extensive damage

Tornado, winds rip through area
From staff, AP reports
PARIS, Tenn.(AP)- National Guardsmen kept vigil over the
rubble at a tornado-strewn shopping center here after a series of
twisters blazed through the western half of Tennessee, leaving
more than 30 injureCauthorities „said.
- A tornado swept through the area about 1 p.m. CDT Monday,
injuring 36 and splintering six stores at the Paris Plaza shopping
center anetdamaginA at least ten other latisinesses andmore than
40 homes, authorities noted.
"I am amazed that no one was hurt," said Paris Police Chief
Richard Dunlap, after picking through debris at one of the shopping center's leveled stores.
Though Paris was hardest hit, authorities reported twisters in
more than 12 counties in the west and middle sections of Tennessee, but no serious injuries.
There have been at least 26 tornado touchdowns throughout the
state since Sunday morning when the first wave of the severe
storms swarmed Tennessee, said John White, director of operations at the Tennessee Emergency Management Agency headquarters in Nashville.
White said it was amazing no one was killed when the tornadoes
swept _through Monday.
"We got by lucky, that's for sure," White said.
Gov. Lam-ar Alexander activated a Henry County unit of the
National Guard to keep looters out of the Paris shopping center.
"About 125 guardsmen from the Paris unit were ordered out to
make sure no one was tra"15Ded in the rubble and in addition to
help protect the property of people who had businesses damaged
or destroyed," AleX'ander said.
"The guar,d will remain on duty throughout the night."
Troopers from the Tennessee Highway Patrol were also called_
to the site.
"The biggest problem we've had is -people wanting to come in
and look," said patrol Capt. Gerald Allen. "It's settled down pretty good."
Thirty-six people were treated at Henry County General
Hospital here for various storm-related injuries, said nursing
supervisor Carolyn Brooks. Six were hospitalized with injuries
ranging from lacerations to broken bodes and all were in fair condition early this morning, Ms. Brooks said.
Dunlap said the twister demolished the shoppiRg center's
Doller General discount department store and the neighboring
Save-A-Lot grocery market, trapping several people for about 20
minutes. .
"We'd go down in there and pass them out over lite debris,"
Dunlap said.
Shelves and boxes were the only thing between the trapped
- customers and I-beams that collapsed when the building's roof
was blown in, the police chief said.
The twister also ripped off the roof of the nearby Jim Adams
-IGA store where 55-60 customers were shopping at the time, said
- '
store manager-George Irtowry.Several unconfirmed reports of funnel cloud sighting were also
cited in Calloway County and western Kentucky during yesterday's extensive storms, however, no definite confirmation was
made.
Heavy rains and high winds caused damge to residents' property throughout the county. Trees were uplifted and blown over,
basements were flooded and cars stalled.
Several residents in the Murray subdivision of Canteberry
Estates reported damage to their homes as well as those people
in the county.
Clayton Hargrove went in his back yard during the storm to
discover that a large portion of a screened patio had been darnaged. His house also received some destruction to the roof.
A large wood-le-Ike-In The---rea-r of ahouse across the Street frain--Hargrove's was blown down. Wooden posts were broken off at
'ground level.
One but-buildng appeared to have been toppled, too.
Several residents reported creek wafer rising and running in
their basements and on carports.
In addition to this, there were numerous reports of streets and
highways being under water because of the rains.
US highway 641 south of Murray was closed and traffic
detoured for some time.
LeRoy Eldridge, in southern Calloway county also reported
several trees being uprooted at his residence.

Lytich begins sentence
in school embezzlement
The woman who pleaded guilty to several charges in connection with the embezzlement of
about $40,000 from the Marshall
County School for Exceptional
Children has begun a three-year
prison term.
Mildred Lynch, 43, Symsonia,
was placed in the Marshall
County Jail- last Tuesday and is
awaiting transfer to a women's
prison in Kentucky.
Lynch pleaded guilty to 79
counts of theft over $100, five
counts of theft under $100 and 89
counts ofsecond-degree forgery.
Lynch paid the school $15,000

after her plea and has agreed tO"
pay the school $10,000 more if
she receives shock probation.
Shock probation is allowed whan
a defendant has teen in prison at
least 30 days and not more than
60 days. Commonwealth Attorney Mike Ward has said the
state would not object to shock
probation for Lynch.
The embezzlement occurred
between 1980 and 1983 when
Lynch was employed as bookkeeper at the school, which
serves retarded and handicapped children and adults.

Rains force LBL to close
some camps and events
campgrounds are .also under
According to Dotty Curtswater.
inger, informational officer with
"The Hillman's Ferry and
the Tennessee Valley
Authority's Land Between the , Piney Campgrounds will be closLakes, several roads, cam- e ed until futher notice," she added, "We have no anticipation of
pgrounds and special event
slated for this weekend have • reopening within the next 10
days to two weeks."
been canceled as a result of the
recent heavy rains.
Persons wishing to obtain a
"The Springfest - a special
day:to-day report of conditions
flea market- scheduled for this
In the , LBL may do so by
weekend has been called off and
telephoning the informational
will not be rescheduled," she
-coOntf-r--A1-9.?1-6°02_.
"We,are expecting the lake to
In addition to Springfest, porrise even more before this is
tions of the Trace, and roads to
over, .so additional campsites
Wranger'
.a Bay and Turkey
may eventually he under water
Creek ire being detoured. Some
too," Curtsinger pointed out.
of the roads- leading to lakeside

STORM DAMAGES - Yesterday's heavy rains and strong
winds were reportedly to blame for numerous incidents
throughout western Kentucky and Tennessee. Clockwise from
top right, a tornado caused extensive damage to a shopping
center in Paris, Tennessee leaving many businesses destroyed
and tossing automobiles across the parking lot, (bottom right.)
The residence of Milton Mitchell, US 121 south, was reportedly

struck by lightning (bottom left). Firefighters from the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad responded. Several streets in Muuray
were under water during the afternoon downpour. A large
wooden fence in Canteberry Subdivision was broken off at the
ground. A screened patio at the residence of Clayton Hargrove
also received severe damage.
Staff photos by Jennie Gordon and Greg Travis

Reagan takes issue before the people
.WASHINGTON (AP)- President Reagan, hoping to prod
Congress into op-praying his request for aid to Central
America, addresses the nation
Wednesday night in a speech
designed to explain why his administration is so concerned
with the turmoil in its neighboring region.
"It will be a speech in which
the president talks about the
history of Soviet and Cuban involvement in Central America,
the current situation in El
Salvador and Nicaragua and
"Costa Rica," said one White
House official, speaking on the
condition that he remain
anonmyous.
In addition, the official said,
Reagan will discuss efforts at
negotiations In ,the region "and
our need for congressional support for security and economic
funding for the region."
But perhaps most important,
the speech will also be aimed at
the American people, who can
influence the outCome of the congressional vote. The official said
it was designed to "give the people an overview of the problem'
andissues and more
background as to why there is a
problem there."
"Every 4ime the president has
talked to aupportive members of
Congress, they point out the problem that the American public
generally does not have enough
information about Central
America and the president
should help them explain the
issues and the need," the official
said.
The address, one of several
Reagan has devoted to Central
America in the last year or so,
I be brolKICSattlatlanally al 8._
f
- rom the Oval Office.:
It was just about a year ago, on
April 27, 1983, that the president
addressed a joint session of Congress on Central America.
In advance of the speech,

Reagan was meeting toclay with
.the bipartisan congressional
leadership to report on his recent trip to China, but also to
review Central America policy.
Asked whether the address
would contain.anything new, the
official replied: "It will be more
of a discussion of the current

situation and how we got to this
situation and what we would
hope for the future."
Those hopes include congressional Support for the plan of the
commission headed by former
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger. That commission
recommended infusions of

Bynum missing automobilefollowing battle with creek
While high winds and flooding
conditions have caused some
property damage locally.
17-year-old Steve Bynum of
Route 3 has another proplem he's lost his car.
Bynum says he was attempting 15 drive through water from
•the swollen Clarks River flowing
over Holland Road Sunday
afternoon when his 1978 dark red
Chevette stalled.
He reports he stepped,, from
the car into the waist!deep water
and went for help. When he

returned, his car was no longer
in site.
Bynum says as he was leaving to seek assistance, he noticed
the car was floating but had no
idea the current would carry it
away.
Bynum has contacted the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department and several friends
to assist io the-search. He urges
anyone with any information
concerning his automobile to
call 753-3646.

Soviets announce
Olympic with
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cloudiness
Today: Slowly decreasing
cloudiness. Windy and cooler
with highs in the lower 60s.
Northwest winds 15 to 20 mph.
Tonight: Mostly clear.
Lows in the lower 40s. Light
west winds.

-

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
• 368.6
Barkley Lake
.369.1

traditions of the Olympic
MOSCOW
AP
- The
movement are aimed-directly
Soviet Union announced tc/at undermining it. This line
day that it will not participate
that was manifested clearly
in the 4984 Surnmer Olympics
e
waerlllier is, conclucted now as
in Los Angeles.
A statement issued by the
"In these conditions the Na.
Soviet National Olympic
tional Olympic Committee of
Committee and distributed by
the official news agency Toss the U.S.S.R. is compelled to
---fiedare-thaL,the participation
"The cavalier attittide of of Soviet sportsmen in the
games of the 23rd Olympiad
the U.S. authorities to the
Olympic charter, the gross in Los Angeles is
impossible."
flouting of the- ideals and

•

military and economic
assistance to the -region.
Also, the source said, the
White House wanted action on
the president's proposal for aid
to El Salvador.
Reagan has asked for $132.5
million in authority for military
aid next year for El Salvador.
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Unveiling' Truman's losi letters
"Dear Bess: This is a lonesome place...." The
letter, written in a bold hand on pale green White
Huse stationery and dated June 3, 1945, is likely
the first Harry S. Truman wrote as president of
the United States to his wife. President for less
than two months, he was feeling blue because
Bess and their only child, 21-year-old Margaret,
had left 1600 Pennsylvania Ave. for the summer
and gone home to 219 North Delaware St., Independence, Mo.

I
.

After a courtship that lasted 'almost a
decade. Harry Truman and Bess Wallace
were married on June 28, 1919.
The letter is part of a treasure trove left behind
by the president whose 100th birthday is being
celebrated today. For years after his death in
1972, it was believed that Bess had burned most
of hii letters. But staff members of the Truman
Library, taking an Inventory of the Truman
home in 1981, were astonished to find more than
1,200 letters spanning a half-century of American
life in boxes stowed ihclosets, storage areas and
the atic of the 19th-century Victorian house.
Truman was, his daughter Margaret Truman
Daniel once said, a "demon letter writer." Over
the years, when Harry and Bess were separated
by the demands of farm life, war and politics, he
wrote to her once a day - sometimes twice.
Truman wrote constantly to the other women in
his ife as well - his daughter, mother, sister
Mary Jane and favorite cousins. Ethel and Nellie
Noland.
After her mother's death iri. October 1982,

Daniel gave the,newly found letters - the stuff of
history - to the American people. Some family
members objected to making public propety of
Harry Truman's most intimate feelings, his
sometimes intemprate and intolerant remarks
and his candid view of the world. Indeed, before
,her death in 1978, his sister burned hundreds of
his leters. Daniel, however, agrees with her
father, who always insisted that good history requires all the facts.
Historians are excited by this epistolary gold
mine. "There's no better historical source than
letters," historian David McCullough says. McCullough, who is working on a comprehensive
biography of Harry Truman, is delighted with
the find. "We can be grateful to Bess for stalling
Harry for almost a decade before marrying him.
More letters!"
Researchers who travel to the Harry S.
Truman Library in Independence can now make
the, acquaintance of fr. certain 27-year-old
Misiouri farmer, who in January 1911 wrote to
the young lady he was courting: "My dear
Bessie: ...I don't think I'll ever make much of a
mark as a farmer or anywhere else but
sometime I have to come across."
To come across - to do what is expected, to do
one's duty - was the principle by which Truman
Lived. On April 12, 1945, he had to come across.
Franklin Roosevelt died on that day, and
Truman, vice president for only three months
and not a member of the pesident's inner circle,
was forced to don the over-sized cloak of
Roosevelt's responsibilities in a world at war
..
Some would say Truman's whole life led him to
the White House. Although he sometimes said he
never held a political office he really wanted, a
1913 letter to Bess says otherwise:
How does It feel being engaged to a clodhopper
who has ambitions to be Governor of Montana
and Chief Executive of U.S. He'll do well if he
gets to be a retired farmer. That was sure a good
dream though, and I have them in the daytime,
even night along the same line.
From his father, John, an ardent Democrat,
Harry got his love of politics, his skill at farming
and the eternal optimism of the born specula/or.
His love of reading, music and the arts he inherited from his mother, Martha Ellen. The 33rd
president was a fine pianist, a faithful student of
history and a-passionate fan of fine architecture.
"Harry Truman wais-;the only president of the
20th century who _Ad' not attend college," McCullough observe4, "but he as a learned man."
Born in Lamar, MO., Harry spent his childhood
in Independence. At the age of 6, he had to wear
glasses to correct his farsightedness. He began
reading every book that came within his newfound sight. Through those familiar, roundish
lenses, he spied 5-year-old, blue-eyed, goldenhaired Bess in Sunday school and fell in love.
Truman carried a picture of Bess and six pairs
of glasses to war in France in April 1918. There
he led men into battle, learned about the world

Harry Truman,at 13, had already chosen
his ideal.
and, like thousands of Americanyoung men who
saw Paris, left the farm forever. From
-Somewhere in France," Truman wrote to Bess,
"Paris is some town." When Harry returned
home, he and Bess were finally married, on June
28, 1919.
High hopes of two army buddies opened the
Truman-Jacobson Haberdashery in 1919. Postwar recession closed it in 1922. But dark days
were brightened when Truman acquired a new
correspondent - daughter Mary Margaret. IN
1928, when she was four, he wrote:
We are discharging some two hundred people
and every one of them and all his friends will try
to see me. I was sick last night after the session
and lost my supper....
A year later, he was elected to the U.S. Senate.
On their wedding anniversary in 1935, he wrote to
Bess:
I am hoping to make a reputation as a
Senator...But you'll have to put up with a lot if I
do it because I won't sell influence and I'm
perfectly willing to be cussed if I'm right.

--SOMETIMES ,OTING YES OR NO
IS NOT ENOUGH
4

Smithsonian News Service Photo
Courtesy Kansas City Star

Judge Harry Truman, shown here with
daughter "Margie" and wife Bess in 1934,
would soon be a U.S. senator.
He made a national reputation as a dogged investigator of waste and wrongdoing in the national defense program. And in 1944, Roosevelt,
planning to campaign for a fourth term, let it be
known in a roundabout way that he wanted
Truman as his running mate. Truman resisted,
writing to Margaret a few weeks before the
Democratic convention: "Hope I can dodge it.
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. is a nice address but I'd
rather not move in through the back door...."
To Roosevelt's emissaries, the Missouri
senator responded: "Tell him to go to hell."
Roosevelt replied, "Well, tellhim if he wants to
break up the Democratic Party in themiddle of a
war, that's his responsibility." Truman accepted, but he complained in a letter to Bess in
August, "...the nomination was forced on me."
For the American people and for Harry
Truman, April was indeed the cruelest month in
1945. Promise of Allied victory over Germany
hung in the air, but the struggle against Japan ri
dragged on across blood-soaked Pacific battlegrounds. The American people and much of
the rest of the World had come to rely upon
Rooevelt's charismatic leadership, and his death
stunned and frightened them.
Hours after Roosevelt died, on April 12, the

new president wrote to cousin Olive Truman:
"I've really had a blow. ... But I'll have to meet
it. Hope it won't cause the family too much
trouble." He had a lot to meet. "Our present world
begins with Harry Truman," McCullough points
out. "He had to make the most difficult decisions
of any president of our century and held in his
hands a vast global responsibility." Germany surrendered on May 7, and May 8,
Truman's birthday, became V-E Day. Two months later, the Big Three - Truman, Churchill
and Stalin - met in Potsdam in conquered Germany to plan the shape of the post-war world.
Small agreements were made, but the Cold War
was fast approaching. "I went to Potsdam with
the kindliest feelings toward Russia," Truman
wrote his daughter in March 1948. "In a year and
a half they cured me of it."
The president couldn't write to his family
about what had to have been the loneliest decision of his life - the decision to unleash the
atomic bomb on Japan in August 1945. But he
never doubted the validity of the decision to drop
the bomb, and, thus, in his view, to forestall the
massive casualties on both sides resulting from
an invasion of Japan.
V-J Day brought not peace but challenge.
Truman led America toward recognition of a

Margaret Truman tries to hold on to her
hat, but President Truman is unruffled as
the two arrive in Kansas City, Mo., aboard
the presidential plane, the Sacred Cow, in
June 1945.
new international responsibility. The Truman
Doctrine of aid to Greece and Turkey was put into effect to halt a Soviet threat, the Marshall
Plan was launched to rebuild Europe, and NATO
was created to shield the West from potential
Soviet aggression. Political critics of his foreign
policies would not stop him, Truman wrote his
sister in 1947. "It is more important to save the
world from totalitarianism than to be President
for another four years.','
Still, he fought with every, breath .against
heavy odds in the 1948 campaign. In spite of
press, pollsters, politicihns and pundits, Truman
was confident that he would beat the Republican
candidate, Thomas E. Dewey. in June 1948 he
wrote his sister' Mary,"We Ire going to lick'em
and lick'em good!" He
his case tathe people
on a 31,739-mile, 355-speech whistle-stop tour,
and his long-time advisor, Clark Clifford, can
still remember the excitement of that journey.
"As the campaign went on, people were drawn to
this indomitable figure - his spirit and courage.
Week by week, we sensed the crowds growing
ever larger." On Election Day, the man from Independence scored the most dramatic upset victory in American political history.
Although Truman gave a surperb whistle-stop
speech and was the first president to make a nationwide television address, he always needed to
write. He kept diaries, wrote memos, set down
autobiography on hotel stationery and scribbled
notes on restaurant menus. Through personal
correspondence, he could let off steam about
"high hats" (snobs), "striped-pants boys,"
(diplomats), "military brass" and the
"sabotage press."
He could express private opinions at such
public figures as "Uncle Joe" Stalin, who was
"trying to fool the world," or "old, fat Winston,"
who was "windy" but "keen" nonetheless, or
France's General DeGaulle, whom he described
as a "pinhead." He could also keep his family,
often far away, close. He exhorted them to write.
Having so faithfully sown the seeds of
communication-by-mail, the once-upon-a-time
farmer was due a harvest. As the days of
Truman's presidency dwindled and, having
decided no to seek re-elction in 1952, he prepared
to go home to Independence, the fruits of his
labors began to arrive at the White House. In his
last letter from 1600 Pennsylvania Ave., he wrote
cousin Nellie:
I have had a lot of fine letters from people I've
never heard of and none of the mean sort. The
public isn't sure what it has gained. The fear is
tha something has been lost. I wonder. We'll just
have to wait and see.
Sincerely, Harry

You need a representative who will do more than just vote yes or no, a
legislator who will take the lead on the issues that affect the people of
Calloway and Trigg counties. Vote for an effective represenTative.

ON MAY 29, VOTE FOR MARK

BLANKENSHIP
FOR REPRESENTATIVE

PAID FOR BY GONINAITTEE FOR BLANKENSHIP, SID EASLEY TREASURER

HILI.M ARK OPENS - Mayor Holmes Ellis (center) officially opened downtown
Murray's
Hillmark store today. With Ellis is Bob Hill, owner, and Helen Santa Cruz. Paducah
Hillmark
manager. The store will feature jewelry, glassware, household items, photograp
hic equipment
as well as a variety of other items. The recently renovated store is located at the
.c9rner of
Fourth and Main.
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by m.c. garrott
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Reagan's successful
mission to China
In terms of drama, President Reagan could not
match Richard Nixon's historic 1972 presidential
visit to China. Still, several goals appear to-have
been reached in his just-concluded journey to the
world's most populous communist country.
The president had hoped to strengthen ties to
Peking, encourage trade and gain some political
points for the upcoming November elections.
Limits to any sort of Sine-American alliance
were obvious throughout the six-day visit.
Reminders of China's divergent diplomatic and
political goals included the lack of agreement between the president and Premier Zhao Ziyang over
the future of Taiwan. All but the last of the president's speeches were carefully censored by the
Chinese media to remove both negative references
to the Soviet Union and remarks glorifying
capitalism.
It should be remembered that these
developments were expected before Mr. Reagan
ever reached Chinese soil. At least they did not
deter the president from repeatedly speaking his
mind, or China's communist rulers from polite
receptions that included a welcome party of 1
million in Shanghai.
Overly fawning hosts or an unctuous visitor certainly would have been suspiciously received by
both Chinese anct Americans. Perhaps a more tangible sign of China's
pleasure at the Reagan visit as well as a benefit
was the agreement on nuclear cooperation, that
accompanied two others concerning the
facilitating of joint ventures and cultural
exchanges.
China wants to build at least a dozen nuclear
reactors in the next 20 years to alleviate critical
power shortages and would prefer U.S.
technology. But a previous barrier to sales of U.S.
nuclear materials and technology has been
China's refusal to agree not to reproCess the
nuclear fuel into weapons material without U.S.
approval. Until the Reagan visit, China had ob.:
jected to such terms on grounds it violated Chinese
sovereignty.
As far the domestic political benefits, the president can't have been hurt by his demonstrated
willingness to be friends to a onetime foe while not
giving in on such principles as Taiwan and
capitalism. One suspects there at least two people who would have given anything to trade places
this past week with the president: Walter Mondale, with all his union PAC troubles, and Gary
Hart, with his lack of delegates.

Setting a
bad example
The Third World wants to do what the United
States is doing — run up a big debt. But the International Monetary Fund won't stand for it.
The IMF is insisting that Mexico, Argentina and
other debtor nations take measures to eliminate
budget deficits, reduce imports and cut consumer
spending. These measures are intensely unpopular in those countries.
The recent food riots in the Dominican Republic
were a direct result of such disciplinary measures
by the IMF.
While .the Third. World_ suffers, we run up a
record budget deficit. If the United States wants
the Third World to show fiscal responsibility, it
should set a better example in Washington.

It took them most of six years tio do it,
but these friends built their dream house
The other day, I promised I was
going to tell you about this — the
home two of our good St. Louis
friends, Clyde and Esther Phillips,
built themselves and live in today.
You have to see it to believe it.
Clyde and Esther are former
neighbors of ours. Their five
children and two of ours grew Up
together. All graduated from the
same high school. If I have any
pallbearers, Clyde will be one of
them.
He comes from a long-time St.
Louis railroad family. He was
around trains ,for 40 years before
retiring in 1981, the last 20 as a
materials inspector with the Pennsylvania. Esther, long a leader in
school, civic and community affairs, retired last year as director
of advertising for a major St. Louis
savings and loan institution.
They started in 1966 preparing
for retirement, and it was then that
Clyde saw an ad in the paper about
Lake Sherwood, a new, 1,200-acre
planned development on a 200-acre
manmade lake 40 miles west of
where they lived.
Eventually, they bought two of
its lakeside lots, some 200 feet deep
and with a rocky, 30-.degree slope to
the water.
• • •
While we were neighbors, Clyde
— one of those fellows who can fix
or build just about anything — added a double-car garage7-a family
room with a stone fireplace, a
master bedroom and a full bath on
one end of their 3-bedroom home,
doing all the work himself.
With a family which included
four daughters and a son, he needed the extra room.
Because of this. I wasn't greatly
surprised when he shqwed us the
lakeside lots soon aftelhey bought
them and announced he was going
to build their retirement home on
them. I didn't tell him at the time,
but I honestly thought he would
have to be another Houdini to work
the magic of that among those
rocks a-nd'on that slope.
The next time I saw the place,

the foundation was poured, the
house was framed in and under
roof.
We didn't see it again until last
summer, and it was finished. Having sold their place in our old
neighborhood, they had been living
in it for almost two years.
With exception of pouring the
concrete for the foundation, spraying the ceilings with a supple-like
material, taping the walls and laying the carpets, Clyde had done all
the work himself with occasional
help from his family. His plans
were a modified set for a hillside
home taken from Better Homes &
Garden Magazine.
• • •
The house, which is papered
throughout, as Ng( stories, each
with 2,250 square feet, and an attached 2 s-car garage. The main
entrance is on the west and opens
into an 18-by-25-foot living room
with fireplace and cathedral ceiling. Its east wall is all thermal.
glass and opens onto the upper of
two decks overlooking the lake and
built around a tree.
Also on the top fldor is a large
country kitchen, a formal dining
room overlooking the lake, three
bedrooms and two full baths, including the master bedroom and its
spacious bath, both of which also
overlook the lake through a thermal glass wall. It also has a
fireplace, one of four in the house.
All the outside doors containantique stained glass, the double doors
at the front, one in the main kitchen
and one downstairs opening onto
the lower deck. The glass came
from an old church which was being remodeled, and each door was
built to fit the glass to go into it.
• • •
Directly below the top floor kitchen is another, completely equipped and connected to the one above
by an electrically-operated "dumb
waiter," designed and installed by
their son, David. A former Murray
State student, David is now a
design engineer with a commercial

power mower manufacturer in St.
Lou'is.
He also designed and put in their
175-bin wine cellar just off the
lower kitchen, which is used when
they entertain in the 20-by-25-foot
family room. It, too, opens out onto
a pine deck some 15 feet across and
almost the length of the house. It
also has a fireplace.
A huge, old-fashioned, mahogany
mantle frames this fireplace, and
another, an oaken one, adorns the
fireplace in an adjoining bedroom.
Both come from old St. Louis
homes, long since torn down.
This bedroom with the fireplace
Is one of three on the lower level,
two with full baths.
Off in one corner is Clyde's hobby
room, his model train room. Being
a former railroad man, he's setting
up the HO-gauge model train setup
of his dreams. The room, which
also houses their washer and
dryer, is 14-by-22-feet with his train
'table being 12-by-14-feet. "I'll have
all kinds of trains running here
when I finish it," he chuckled,and I
believe him.
Both levels are self-sustaining,
sharing only the heat which comes
from two independently-operated
heat pumps when the fireplaces
aren't in use. There also are two air
conditioners, one at each end of the
house.
The outside walls are 6 inches
thick and "R-19" insulated. There
are 9 inches of insulation in the celling. With exception of the windowless outside front wall, which is
finished in lava rock, the house is in
rough sawn cedar.
• • •
On weekends, holidays and vacations for more than six years,
Clyde and Esther drove the 80
miles round trip to work on their
new home."We weren't under any
pressure to get it finished," Clyde
said. "If we didn't feel like working, we just didn't work."
Occasionally, other members of
the family were pressed into
.
servicq, helping' with whatever was
the ,i"order of the day." Daughter

Ann, a St. Louis school teacher,
and her mother roofed much of the
place while Clyde handed the roofing up to them.
When the others and their
families — one in Denver, one in
Kansas City and one in Columbia,
Mo. — came to visit, they, too,
helped.
Today, with only minor things
yet to be done to the house, they are
concentrating on the grounds.
A tiered walkway made with
more than 200 railroad cross ties
leads down to the lake and their
floating dock. Moored there is their
pontoon boat, which along with an
outboard motorboat, a canoe and a
"John" fishing boat make up their
"fleet."
Presiding over all from a 35-foot
high steel staff is an American
flag, a gift from their U.S. congressman and which at one time
had flown over the Capitol Building
in Washington. It makes a good
'conversation piece.
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Ten years ago
The 10 counties around Kentucky
Lake, Land Between the Lakes and
Lake Barkley were enriched by
almost $58 million spent by visitors
to the area during 1973, according
to a report made public by Kentucky's Western Waterland, Inc.
Clara Eagle, Kent Forrester, Satian Leksrisariat, Jim Phillips,
W.E. Watson, Emily Wolfson and
Harry Furches are seven local
craftsmen who will be among the
nearly 100 exhibitors this year at
the annual Kentucky Guild of Artists and Craftsmen Fair, May
16-19, at Indian Fort Theatre near
Berea.
Renata Collins, Meleah Paschall
and Sherry Harrison, of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church were winners at the State leplorers Bible
Drill at Elizabethtown.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Elliott. April
28, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Parker, May 1.
e- on Wrather
A special rialurHall at Murray State University,
written by L.J. Hortin, is published
today.
Twenty years ago
A Check for $1,502.76 was mailedto the Kentucky Society for Crippled Children from hinds received in

the fund drive in Calloway County,
according to James C. Williams,
-chairman of the Easter Seal Campaign here.
_Mrs. Georgia B. Wear, Murray
Elementary School teacher, has
been reappointed to the Kentucky
Textbook Commission by the KenWT.0 Board of Education.
The Calloway County 4-H Dress
Revue was May 5 in the Little
Chapel at Murray State College.
Connie Hopkins was champion and
Beverly Goode was runnerup.
William Etherton, Turnlibw
Farm and Raymond Palmer have
been named to membership in the
American Angus Association of St.
Joseph, Mo.
Barbara Nesbitt, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James E. Nesbitt, and
James D. Francis, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. J.D. Francis of
Louisville, were married April 21
at South Pleasant Grove Methodist
Church..
Thirty years ago
Dr. Harold Benjamin of Peabody
College,-Nashville. Tenn.. will be
commencement Speaker pn May 24
and Dr. Carroll Hubbard pastor of
St. Matthew's Baptis.1 thurch,
Louisville, will be baccalaureate
speaker on May 23 at Murray State
College.
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Herbert Lee Williams has accepted a special research assignment in the office of former President Harry S. Triiman in Kansas
City,- Mo.r beginning May. He is a
son of[Mr. and Mrs. W.P. Williams
of Paris. Tenn., and is married to
the former Mary Elizabeth
Roberts of Murray.
New officers of the Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club
are Mrs. Ray Brownfield, Mrs.
Harry Sparks. Mrs. C.B.Ford and
Mrs. Graves Sledd.
Mrs. Charlie Crawford and Mrs.
R.L. Wade entertained their birthday club group with events at both
of:their homes.

thoughts in season
By Ken NPR
One popular story has it that the
long-hidden elevent13, command
ment given to Mosel was "Mind Thy
Own Business."
,... Over twolnmdred and'tifty.years
ago. The English poet Alekanaii'Pope described this "ninth
beatitude" in a 1121 letter to a
friend:
.
Blessed is he who expects
nothing, for he shall never be
disappointed. - .

• • •
Clyde and gsther enjoy entertaining, which they do often. There
were 10 of us there for the weekend
recently. Their children and their
families — sometimes with in-laws
in tow — often are under the roof at
one time for special occasions.
This past Christmas, they had 20
in the house for almost a week, and.
"everybody had a bed,". Clyde
grinned.
Today, there are more than 150
homes built around the 200-acre
lake, more than half of them occupied year round. Virtually all
were built by contractors.
On a boat ride around the lake,
however, I didn't see any homes
more impressive than our friends'
place, which is so remarkable to
me because they built virtually all
of it with their own hands. It's their
dream house and they enjoy it. You
can't' help but admire people with
that kind of vig`ion and
perseverance.
It simply shows what you cah &when you put your mind to it.

business mirror
by chet currier
NEW YORK ( AP( — Though spring has come to Wall Street, the
stock market is still hibernating.
For almost three months now,
the Dow Jones average of 30 industrials has fluctuated between
1.120 and 1,200.
There have been some intermittent signs that the market might be
stirring —''like; - for -instance, a
44-point rise in the Dow in the second week of March. But nothing
much has come of any of them so
far.
Investors who took a beating in
stocks last autumn may find some,
measure of solace in all this. At
least the.market is no longer in a
dizzying decline.
Still, the dull days of late have
been no help to people like brokers
and professional money managers
who earn their living making
things happen.
'We have a 'manana' market,"
says Greg Smith, research director
at Prudential-Bache Securities, in
his latest commentary on the investment scene. "Investors believe
good things are going to be happening — tomorrow."
To judge by the meager firstquarter earnings reports issued by
many securities firms in the last
few days, there's a lot for people in
the financial world to be gloomy
about But optimism dies hard on
Wall Street.
Consider the views of Barton
Biggs, Morgan Stanley & Co.'s
widely respected market-watcher.
"Although the behavior of both the
stock and bond markets has been
discouraging," he says. "I continue to be afflicted with the delusion that some time soon there will
be an explosive rally."
Or those of John Mendelson,
analyst at Dean Witter Reynolds
Inc.: "We continue to believe that
.the vast majority of New York
Stock Exchange issues saw their
1984 lows in either late February or
early March. We anticipate a new
high in the popular averages this
year."
Mendelson bases his case on
technical analysis, arguing that the
market has completed a long "correction" since last summer after
its sharp rise in late 1982 and early
Biggs arrives at his positive
outlook from a different direction.
"I believe the econovy will slow in
the second quarter and that credit
demand will decelerate significantly," he writes.
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tivities Center for the Handicapped
(W.A.T.C.H.) of Murray. The festival will run
, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.!n. on Saturday and from,1 to
p.m. on Sunday. Booths for the fair can still be
Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
obtained by calling Dianna Harrison, fair direcClub will play Thursday, May 10, at 9:30 a.m. at,
tor. at 759-1360 or 759-1965. Entry for the exhibits
the club. The lineup is as follows: Court'One Is $20 and is tax deductable.
Sue Overbey. Joni Billingtan,Shelia Farmer and
Andrea Hogancamp; &run Two - Rainey Apperson. Judy Carroll, Georgianna Moffitt and
Jeanett,a Williams; Court Three .- Patsy
Oakley, Peggy Billington, Carol Boaz and Emmy
The local chapter of La Leche League, an
Edwards; Court Four - Brenda Marquardt,
organization offeririg mother-to-mother
_ Sharron Wells, Lois Keller and Gayle Foster.
breastfeeding help, will meet Thursday, May-10,

Tennis play Thursday

_

Miiriay Ledger & Times
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La Leche plans meeting

at 7 p.m. at 512 South 13th St., Murray. The evening's topic will be "The Art of Breastfeeding and
Overcoming Difficulties." All Interested women
are encouraged to attend. Children also are
welcome at the meeting. For informaton call
753-8771.

Pestival scheduled
An Arts and Crafts Festival will be held Saturday and Sunday, May 12 and 13, at the West Kentucky -Livestock and Exposition Center, College
Farm Road, to raise money foc. the Work Ac-

FOP meets tonight

P.A.S.S. plans sales

Lodge 23 of the Fraternal Order of the Police
will meet.tonight (Tuesday) at 8 p.m. at Murray
City Hall Building. The fingerprinting of local
children by the Jayceettes and FOP Lodge will
be discussed. Also on the agenda is the state approved constitution and by-laws. All members
and interested persons are urged to attend, a
spokesman said.

The Purchase Area Singles SocLety (P.A.S.S.)
will be selling Mother's Day . corsages and
flowers at Big John's Grocery in Reidland and at
Wal-Mart's in Benton on Friday, May 11, and at
Wal-Mart in Paducah Square, Paducah Mall
near Payless Drugs and at flea market in Uncle
Lee's building, Paducah, on Saturday, May 12.
Proceeds will go to the Lions Club Telethon. Also
P.A.S.S. will have a cook out on Saturday. May
__19, at6 p.M. at 1029 Dundale,Paducah. For information call 1-442-7162.

Club meeting Thursday
The Welcome Wagon Club will meet Thursday,
May 10, at 7:30 • p.m. at Terry's Paint and
Decorating Center, Southside Shopping Center.
The club officers will meet at 6:45 p.m. prior to
, the meeting.

MAP OF MARS
U.S. officials said in 1972 that the first detailed
map of the planet Mars had been compiled from
photographs made by a spacecraft.

Community events listed
Inexperienced?
When it comes to
buying diamonds
most people are.
That's why Furches
Jewelers
can
relieve your litters
when choosing
your engagement
ring. While your
diamond symbolizes the permanence of. your
love, our experience in the diamond business is a
symbol of trust.
Diamonds andtrust go together
like love and
marriage!

t

Tuesda. May x
Tuesday, May 8
Murray TOPS itake school.
---Oft pounds sensibly
Murray Lions Club is
Club will meet at 7 p m.
scheduled to meet at
at Health Center'
630 n m at Murray
Baptist Women of Woman's Club House.
- -Northside Baptist
Murray Star Chapter
Church 'will meet at 7
p.m. wi.th Retta No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet
Balentine.
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
--- Awards banquet hall.
- - -pofluck I for Calloway
Groups of CVVF of
County High School
Band will.be at 6:30.p.m. First Christian Church
in cafeteria - of high wit! megt as follows: I

tei

oriikirihr

Furches
Jewelers

.\

me-1h./

We are pleased
to announce that
Paula
Warren.
bride-elect of John
Cathey,
has
selected her pottery, crystal and
accessories from
our
complete
bridal registry.
Paula and John
-will be married
June 16.

The Showcase

113 S. 4th
753-2835

7534641
K-4--71

121 Ilv•Pess
PC
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,
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Tuesday, May8
with Mrs. Frank
Holcomb at 10 a.m.: H
at church parlor at 2
p.m., III with Helen
Campbell at 7:30 p.m.
---Baptist Women of
VVestside Baptist
Church will meet at 7
p.m. at church.
---Young Baptist Women
of Westside Baptist
Church will meet at 7
p.m. with ava Watkins.
---Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. in west side of
Livestock and Exposition Center.
---Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
762-2504, 753-4126,
753-8987 or 762-2667.
---Lodge 23 of Fraternal
Order of Police will
meet at 8 p.m. at Murray City

Wednesday, May 9

Wednesday, May 9
hang and delivered toDouglas and Hazel the guild between 11
Centers will be open a.m. and 4 p.m.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
---Ladies day events at
for activities by senior
citizens.
Murray Country Club
---will be golf and bridge
Homemakers Clubs at 9:30 a.m. and lunwill meet as follows: cheon at noon.
Pottertown at 10 a.m. at
Colonial House; South
Murray Kiwanis Club
Pleasant Grove at 10
awards dinner will be at
a.m. at Uncle Willie's to.
Colonial House
go to Grand Rivers;
Smorgasbord.
Harris Grove at 1 p.m.
- ---at Ellis Center; New
Circles of First United
Concord and Pacers,
Methodist Church
places not announced.
Women will meet as
--7Murray Bass Club will follows: Ruth Wilson
meet at 6:30 p.m. at with Joyce Fortin at
6:30 p.m.; Hannah with
Sirloin Stockade.
Marcia Hendren .and
---Artists .with entries Wesleyan with Clara
for Murray Art Guild Humphrey at 7:30 p.m.
contest should have
Ladies day-events at
them framed, ready to

Wednesday, May 9
Oaks Country Club will
be bridge with Maxa
Read as hostess and golf
with Jennifer Crouse as
hostess at 9:30 a.m.
---Blankenship Circle of
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
Church will meet at 7:30
p.m. with Kathy Erwin.
---Youth Club Recognition potluck dinner will
be at 5;30 p.m. at First
Christian Church.
---Events at First
Presbyterian Church
will include Youth
Group and Choir practice at 6:30 p.m. and
Session meeting at 7:30
p.m.
Thursday, May 10
Welcome Wagon Club
will meet at 7:3() p.m.
with officers to meet at
6:45 p.m. at Terry's
Paint and Decorating.
---Local chapter of La
Leche League will meet
at 7 p.m. at 512 South
13th St. For information
call 753-8771.
---Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will have closed
--

Wednesday, May 9
Free blood pressure
checks for senior
citizens will be given
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel Center.

Shop At Littleton's For That
Special Mother's Day Gat
Fantasprit
Sleepwear
9
by

W/4pie

Thursday,May 10
meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Benton. For information
call 753-0061; 762-3399,
753-77-64, 753-5094 or
753-7663.
---The Single Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. in
third floor classroom,
Education Building,
First United Methodist
Church. For information call Dick at 436-2174
or Jill at 753-1701 or
753-6654.
---Helping Hands will
meet at 10 a.m. at home
of Beverly DeVries. For
information call 438-2663
or 436-2363.
---Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at Fir:M.
Baptist Church.
Murray Chapter 92
Royal Arch Masons and
Murray • Council No. 50
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Murray Masonic Lodge
Hall. •
Senior citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
---

Movie star Sophia Loren
and son, Edoardo, in movie
IiIWANIS SPEAKER - "Satellites are making it all posisible" was the theme of Sammy
Parker's discussion at a recent Murray Kiwanis
Club meeting. Parker, mnager of Radio Station
WSJP,said that advances in satellite technology
have and will continue to revolutionize communications in the world. He said that these advances have permitted WSJP to pursue their
plans to operate a television station in the Murray area. Current plans are to have the station on
Z
3.5air with a family program format by April 1,
1 . The station has been approved as Channel
.

SORRENTO, Italy
(AP) - Italian movie
star Sophia Loren says
her 11-year-ord son
Edoardo, who is costarring in her latest
film, has the "determination of a professional" and shows an interest in an acting
career.

in this southern coastal
town for the shooting of
the film "Qualcosa di
Biondo" c"Something
Blond"), said Saturday
the joy of working with
Edoardo is
"indescribable."
"The tenderness, the
sweetness of our relationship is something I
can't sempare to any
Miss Loren, 49, who is other tinematic
experience I've ever had,"
she told reporters.
She said her husband,
producer Carlo Pont!,
was "enthusiastic and
proud" about Edoardo's
first film role.
"For several years
(Edoardo's) shown a
calling for acting. He
has the seriousness and
determination of a professional," Miss Loren
said.
Mother and son portray a female taxi
driver and her nearly
blind son for whom she
is seeking money for an
operation.

Captain D's

Gown
23.00

ALL YOU CAN EAT

SPECIAL

FISH
DINNER
Battered Fish Only

$399

•

central cantor 753-3314

To Go Everywhere Together—Fantaspirit
Robe and Gown by Vanity Fair
At home or away, no woman has everything unless she has a. robe & gown that go
together. tnclispensablet There is a gown with a v7shaped neckline highlighted with the
most feminine lace on this simply wonderful gown. With it, a whimsical complement,
the robe has fan-shaped lace that graces the neckline, and empire waist and peeks
through the cuffs: This satiny robe and gown makes a stunning fashion statement! And
is available in colors to light up the scene wherever you are

LITTLER)
ON THE 'SQUARE • MURRAY

KENTUCKY

Wednesday On
4-10 p.m.
r---- BONUS
COUPON

Captain D'a

1
6.0 participating Captain CO)

on theValuePackor ThriftPack.
Present thisdoupon tot$2.00 ott Capon'sValuePock or Thrift Pock.
Offer expires 5/15/84
COLIPXIps CUlkarrier

Our Prices
Really Are The
Best In Town!
111 N. 12th

753-93.3
obeatoont'at. 713-3314
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Anniversary event to be Saturday

**--1

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Russell of Rt. 1, Almo,
will be honored with a
reception in celebration
of their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday,
May 12.
The event will be at-2
p.m. at the home of Ms.
Ruth Cunningham in
Paris, Tenn. '
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend-.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell
were married May 12,
-1934-,17rTennessee.
Their three daughters
are Mrs. Catherine
Porter and Mrs. Emily
M. Foster, both of Los
Angeles, Calif., and Ms.
Ruth Cunningham,
Paris, Tenn.
Their three sons are
Thomas Russell, Jr.,
Jack L. Russell and
James D. Russell, all of
Los Angeles.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell
have 15 grandchildren
and seven greatgrandchildren.

Mr anti Mrs. Thomas -Russell

Newborns and dismissals released
Census at Murray- F. Elkins, 77 Lakelan
d
Calloway County Wesley Village.
Benton;
Hospital for Wednes- Audrey W. Simmon
s,
day, May 2, was 110 919 Sycamore St.
adults and three in
nursery.
No newborn admisCensus at Murray,
sions were listed.
Calloway County
Dismissals were as Hospital for Thursday,
follows:
May 3, was 112 adults
Miss Michele F. Vena, and five in nursery.
Woods Hall, MSU; Mrs.
Newborn admissions
Christy L. Hinton, 1608 were as follows:
$unset; Mrs. Elsie J.
Baby Boy Timmons, ,
Thurman, Box 254, Mur- parents, Kathy Lee and
ray,- Mrs. Rebecca J.- - Thomas,-Rt,--;_71Lanier, Rt. 7;
Baby • Boy Bucy,
Mrs. Dortha Mae parents, Marsha and
Lovett, Rt. 4, Benton; Dale, Rt. 1. .
Rexie W. Jackson, Rt. 1,
Baby Girl Hawkins,
Hardin; Mrs. Bonnie J. parents, Belinda and
Byerly, Rt. 6; Mrs. An- William, Rt. 6,
na Lou Jones, Rt. 7;
Mayfield.
Carlos Warford, Hart
Dismissals were as
Hall, MSU; Mrs. Joyce follows:
R. Overbey, Box 244,
Mrs. Tonya L.
Murray; Justin D. Phillips, Dexter; Mrs.
Baker 722 Nash Dr.; Tammy L. Hargrove,
Chase S. Redden, Box Rt. 1, Dexter,
. Miss
724, Murray:
Paula F. Warren, Rt. 1,
Mrs-. Mary Diane Kirksey;
Henderson, 79 Shady
Steven R. Harper, Rt.
Oaks; Mrs. Lalla F. 5; Robert Thornton, Rt.
Boyd, 1608- Kiekwood 6, Mayfield; Miss Ron,Dr.; Ernest F. Waters, nica M. Thornton, Rt. 6,
1104 Poplar; Mrs. Hattie Mayfield;
B. Etheridge, Rt. 1,
William C.Redick,921
Puryear, Tenn.;
North 18th St.; Mrs.
Mrs. Marian D. Cynthia Ellen Zilafro,
Coulton, Westview Nur- Rt. 5; Mrs. Ruth H.
sing Home; Miss Ina Hughes, Rt. 4;
Grace Wilson, New ConMiss Sharon W. Herncord; Mrs. Verdie B. don,608 South Ninth St.;
Williams, Rt. 3, Fulton; Mrs. Cynthia J. Davis
011y Paul Holland, B-2 and baby boy, Rt. 1,
Fox Meadows;
Benton; Mrs. Verna M.
Mrs. Doris W. Holly, Farley, Murray Manor,
Rt. 1, Fulton; Pat W. Apt. C7;
Carraway, 313 South
Mrs. Jettie A. Woods
Eighth St.; Mrs. Hattie Rt. 1, Benton; Carney
Andrus, 1303 Sycamore
St.; Mrs. Maggie
Downs, Rt. 5;
Mrs_ Mary L. Bivens,
602 Smith, South Fulton,

Rutledge
scholarship
is awarded

Susan McDonald
Slayden, a junior at
Murray.State University, has been awarded a
Pam and Havana
Rutledge Memorial
Scholarship worth $250.
Mrs. /Hayden, 501 College Courts, Murray, is
majoring in social work.
The Rutledge scholarship is awarded through
the Department of Professional Studies and
administered by the
Murray State University Foundation.
The Rutledges of Murray died in an airplane
crash at St. Louis, Mo.

Tenn.; Mrs. Gaynelle 0.
Williams, Rt, 4;, Mrs.
Mary W. Demyer, 214
Fourth St., Fulton;
Mrs. Jessie M.
Spraggs, 114 N. Jefferson,Clinton; Mrs. Dixie
M. Pogue, 509 South
Seventh St.; Mrs.
Margie C. Paschall (expired) 503 South Eighth
St.

Census at MurrayCalloway •County
Hospital for Friday,
May 4, was 110 adults

and five in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Girl Key,
parents, Sheila and
Nelson, Rt. 6.
Dismissals were as
follows;
Charles H. Gray, Rt.
6; Mrs. Sharon E.
Glassco, Rt. 1, Farmington; Thomas G.
Small, 215 South 16th
St.;
Miss Tamintjr R.
Belcher, 508 South 12th
(Cont'd on page 6)

Honor rolls irsted
Ailki

MOND
SPECIALS

AY

/
1
2 Order
$359
Fish Fillets
'All You Can Eat'
Fish Fillets
$499
Above Include Slaw, Hushpuppies, Potato.
Salad Bar 99C With Dinner
-Steak & Shrimp
$599
Dinner
1

A 5 Oz. Steak With 10 Gulf Shrimp
Served With House Salad, Roll, Potato

Country Dinner
Plate

$359

Choice of Meat N' Three Vegetables

Seven Seas
—Restaurant Highway 641 North
753-4141

And Now Save 20% to 50% On
All Porcelain Throughout The--Store!
•
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Let us help you select
that special gift for
Mom on her special day!
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Piet I imports
Bel Air Center
"On Murray's Southside-

M-F 9:00-6:00-Sat. 9:00-5:00

••••••-- -

Hillmark Jewelers & Dist.
Catalog Showroom's
Concept Of Doing Business
Will Save You Money
Get Her
Something
Special On
Mother's Day
From...

hipp ?less
1104 Stor

7i.3-4567

.. So was I, but that was
before I heard about
Diet Center!

We Offer 20 To 50% Off Suggested Retail Prices On Name Brand
Merchandise Year Round. Our Catalog Will Feature 6000 Name
Brand Items, 352 Pages Of Quality Merchandise. Our Jewelry
Dept. Offers The Largest Selection Of Fine Quality Jewelry In
The Tri-State Area. We Offer A Complete Jewelry Service Shop
Which Specializies In All Types Of Jewelry Repair As Well As
Custom Designing. Bring In Your Old Gold & Diamonds And We
Will Design A Modern Piece Of Jewelry You Will Enjoy Wearing
Again. We Pledge To Our Customers WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD We Will BEAT ANY Competitor's Price On The Same Item
In Our Stock. We Promise Quality And Service At The Best Possible Price. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Sincerely,
44.aS2C
14
‘
- 4
President
Hillmark Catalog Showroom's

4r
had - tried
.'t .T4.
reducing salons. shots.
pills. tad drets. Weight
Watchers. Tops. --you
name it After all that:I still
weighed +Act, 270 p,nitids
At the right is a pi, ture of
nw the rim: Lstarteti theDitlt -Critter Program
ter • 'Ng h my- husband
and daughter wined me
and ..%s a family we 1..1

HILL ARK
THE PLACE YOU GO
TO SAVE ON BRANDS YOU KNOW

I LOST 132POUNDS
My husband lost 60 pounds
And my daughter lost 19 pounds

• Howard

JEWELERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
426 BROADWAY STREET, PADUCAH, KY 42001
502-442-9333
314 MAIN STREET, MURRAY, KY 42071
502-753-7111
Open From 9 A.M. To 5 P.M.-Mon.-Thprs.
Fri.-9-8,. Sat. 9-5

Hwy. 641 N. The Village
Mon.-Fre. 7 4..w.•12:30,
2:30-5:30 Sat. 10.12
7511-0020,

ID

.

- .

•
• •

•

LAI

Gifts for your
Mother

-1
University
was founded in 1867
under the name Howard
Theological Seminary.
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Overweight?

YOU
CAN
DO IT
TOO!

TUESDAY, MAY 8, 1984
•‘7_21111".27....

Honor rolls or the Jenny
Bruce.
fifth six weeks at the
---three Calloway. ("flimsy
NORTH .
Elementary Schools ,
Fifth grader
have been released as
Charity Anderson,
follows:
Joey Bazzell, Brandi
---Buhler, Ed Chapman,
EAST
Bart Crum;
Fifth grade
Jeff Enoch, Ray Lynn
April Boswell, Monica Fennel,
Bryan Hosford,
Evans, Susan Herndon, Dale McCall
on and
Shelly Hbwell, P.J. Lu- Amanda
Pierce.
ciano, Wendy
Sixth grade
Smotherman,
Scott Buchanan,
Yancy Burkeen, Craig Collins
, Lisa
Daneil Cohen, Kern Culver,
Leigh anne furr,
Pearson, Tracy Ross, Kristi Graham
, Penny
Brook Scarbrough, Green;
Ftachelle Bandarra,
Beth Haley, Angie
Lynn Boaz, Pam Haywood,
Amy Helm,
Bucy, Lonnie Gatlin, Paul
Lamb, Alan Miller,
Shelly Hasty, Patty Angie Miller;
Nichy and 13 r I &Xi
Christina Parker,
McClard. •
Kristy Starks, Julie
Sixth grade
Tucker, Tracy Walters
Jennifer Green, Ran- and Loren Wisehar
t.
dy Hansen, Mark Sallin,
Michelle Stubblefield,
Kathy Wilson, Jason
SOUTHWEST
Spiceland;
All As
Tammy Edmonson,
Brad Gallimore,
Darby Futrell, Seth Valerie Barrett and Jon
Henninger, Kim Mann, Rose.
Johnny Mac Phillips,
All As and Bs
Traci Walker;
Brescia Huie, Marty
Robert Orr, Scottie Johnson, Shelley
Gray, Ray Roberts, Lori Leopard, LeeAn
n
Roberts, Robyn Wheeler, Clint DiersMeador, Kim Moore and and Roger Hutson.

--Recemion-ta—
be at home
Of daiighter

,
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Overcast-Tuck wedding will be on Saturday
Plans have been corn- Mayfield.
pleted for the wedding
The vows will be
of Miss 'rrena Rena solemnized on Satur-Overcast, daughter-of—my, -May it --at- elle
Mr. and Mrs. Charles p.m. at the Hazel BapM• Overcast of Hazel, to tist Church.
Larry James Tuck, son
The Rev. James T.
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray- Garland will perform
mond F. Tuck of the double ring

ceremony. ,
Music will be
presented by Mrs.
Oneida Wtrite, ptantSt
and soloist, and Tommy
Tuck, soloist.
Mrs. Brenda Sykes,
sister of the bride-elect,
will be the matron of

Homenlakers at state meeting

-

"I*"

4.,,
HOMEMAKERS WEEK - Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis. seated- Rt.:and
County Judge/Executhe George Weaks, seated right, signa proclamation
proclaiming the week of May Ito 7 as Homemakers Week in Calloway County. Standing left is Maxine Scott, county president, and standing right is
Marlane Newell, county secretars.treasurer. The homemakers will have a
book review and .tea on Thursday. May 10. at 1:30 'p.m. at the Calloway
Public
. Library. Carolyn Adams. bookmobile librarian, will review two
books on Kentucky, We'll Be Warm Till Nummer Conies and On Berated
Knees.11w tatter by Hill eunningtiam. Ali homemaker'Sand interested persons are invited to attend, Mrs. Scott said.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Eighteen Calloway Maxine Scott, Judy
County Homemakers, Stahler and Mrs. Cloar.
along with Jean Cloar,
Mrs. Stahler received
county extension agent the Matter Farm
in home -economies,- -Homemaker Award andwere among 161 was made a Kentucky
Homemakers and Colonel.
agents from the. PurMaxine Scott, county
chase Area to attend the homemaker president,
meeting of the Kentucky also is state homemaker
Extension Homemaker 4-h chairperson.
Association.
Enroute to the
The event was held meeting, the group
Wednesday, April 18, at visited the Louisville
the Galt—House, Stoneware Company,
Louisville.
Butchertown, FarmAttending from
Calloway County were
the following:
Violet Johnson, Ruth
Parker, Murrell (Cont'd from page 5)
Madrey, Faustine St.; Bobby D. Locke, Rt.
Walker, Margaret 1; Mrs. Mary Diane
Taylor, Anna Lou Jones, Henderson, 79 Shady
Grace James, Hattie Oaks;
Mrs. Paula M.
Lee Galloway, Donna
Jackson, Martha But- Horinek and baby girl,
terworth, Clovis Brown, 1509 Becke-tt; Mrs.
Delyght Humphreys, Gladys M. Pettit, Rt. 4;
Jack F. Vinson, Rt. 5,
Pawnee Bedwell, Elaine
Collins, - Anna Mae Benton; Joe E. Seavers,
Owens, Jean Moore, Rt. 1; Wallace D. Scar-

honor'. Mrs. Lori White
will be the bridesmaid.
Lindsey Lockhart will
serve as best man-. Tommy Tuck will be
groomsman.
Ushers will be Glen
Grant and Randy Overcast, brother of the
bride-elect.
Ms. Denecia Ramsey
will direct the wedding..

presiding at the.
register will be Twilla
Adams and Denise
Lassiter.
A reception will follow
the ceremony in the
fellowship hall of the
church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.

II

•

ington, and attended the
showing of "Oklahoma"
at the Derby DinnerPlayhouse, Clarksville.
Ind.
Frances Drake
Kentucky Extension
FOR WEDNESDAY, MAY 9, 1964
Homemaker AssociaWhat kind of day vvW tomorSCORPIO
tion will be host to the row be? To
find out what the
(Oct. 23to Nov.21)
National Extension stars say, read the
forecast
You're charismatic today
Homemaker Council in given for your birthsign.
and will attract a following.
August. Because of this ARIES
You'll stand out at club funcnational meeting, the ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 er414 tions. Romance too is a likely
Kentucky meeting was
Your social graces are an outcome__ a one-day event to elect asset to you in business; so is SAGITTARIUS
,
,
4 440
officers and -present your intuition. Dont -second- (Nov. 22toDec.21)
guess yourself this evening.
Morning hours bring career
awards.
Be confident.
accomplishments. Rest on
TAURUS
your oars, though, and avoid
(Apr.20 to May 20) ti4W-17 taking business risks later.
Relations with loved ones Connections count.
are accented now. The joy of CAPRICORN
borough, Fern Terrace parenthood is yours today.
( Dec.22 to Jan. 19) V
Lodge;
Plan for some special leisure
Make plans for a holiday.
William W. Holbrook, pursuits.
You may meet with an unforeRt. 5; Mrs. Lovie L. GEMINI
seen expense after dark. Be
Pritchett, Rt. 1, Dexter; (May 21 to June 20)
sure to circulate. You attract
Entertaining others is a romance.
Mrs. Treys M. Young,
plus. Home-based activities AQUARIUS
Rt. 1, Hardin;
are favored. A partner's un- (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Mrs. Mable E. predictable behavior
takes
You're right to investigate
McLeod, Hazel; Mrs. you off-guard.
investment options, but be
Lela Coles, Rt. 7; Mrs. CANCER
conservative. A friend's proCarline C. Paschall, Rt. (June 21 to July 22)
posal is downright risky!
Some mix-ups in com- PISCES
4.
munications could occur ( Feb. 19 to Mar.20) -businesswise, but you're on
You'll enjoy a special rapthe same wavelength with a port with a lover, but unexromantic interest. Enjoy pected business deyelopments
togetherness.
could cause a change in social
LEO
plans.
(July 23toAug.22)
YOU BORN TODAY have
The personal touch brings
you business gains. Entertain leadership qualities and are
if you like, but you don't have often attracted to public serto be so grand. Watch expen- vice. You're easily bored with
Safe, Easy Way
routine and like adventure in
ditures.
your work. Sports, acting and
VIRGO
Mon.-Sun. 9-9
"V
brokerage are fields for which
( Aug.23 to Sent.
PiirMive a Special ifiThlY.'"A"
creative pursuit. You may be sense of what the public wants
fascinated by a person you brings you success in Artistic
meet today. A relative may be endeavors. Often you're attracted to vocations such as
temperamental.
For Your Appointment
publishing, writing, law and
LIBRA
the ministry. You have a
(Sept:23 to Oct. 22) -Mr!
—
Subtle methods abet you strong will, which is both an
141 1 Olive
financially. Low-key activities asset and a liability. Birth
Across From Ordway Hall
are favored. Catch up on rest date of: Pancho Gonzales,tenor enjoy private times with nis pro:- JamesBarrie, writer'
.
.
and Albert Finney,actor.
loved ones.

Your Individual
Horoscope

nvelV•

-

Patients listed...

May 13th...
A Day to Remember

C

.0000

TR It', %SURE HOUSE OF GIFTS
Presents
Mother's Day
Specials
StoreNside To Honor That
Special Person,
'Mom-

)
1

AAP'

—A Iso —
Tammy & Vicki
Will Be
Cutting Hair
At Night

•

see)

Beat That Rainy Day
Feeling
SUNTANA IS HERE!
Suntanning The

2070-50
Off

Selected Items

if244tk

Shear Lunacy

Free Gift Wrapping • Free Mother's Day Ca51D,
0)
With Purchase Of $1.0 Or More

753-2709

RE %St:RE HOUSE OF GIFTS
Southsae !‘hopping Center
753-6798
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*BROYHILL SOFAS AND- CHAIRS
*STRATOLOUNGER RECLINERS
*WATER BEDS & CONVERSION KITS
*STRATFORD SOFAS at CHAIRS'
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PRICES REDUCED STOREWIDE 40%-60%
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PHARMACY LAMPS
TENT &---SHELL
DESIGNS $2995

FLEXSTEEL RECLINERS
REDUCED TO—LOWEST
PRICE OF YEAR

PIT AND
SECTIONAL SOFAS

EARLY BUY SPECIALS ON
WEATHER PROOF PATIO
AND POCH FURNITURE

CRYSTAL TABLE
LAMPS
-

$2995

REDUCED 40%

ALL BEDDING
REDUCED

s

40%-60%
A

A

103 •SO. 3RD

CRASS FURNITURE
75a-3621
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AROUND THE HOUSE
HOMES FOR AMERICANS

everything from picnic
ware to mops and
brooms.
Consumers can expect to .see áll the new
items in stores within
about two months. But
in many cases, the products are already being

tion to social trends that
may affect buying patterns and indicate a
need for new products.
A number of them
sought to appeal to
physical fitness and
health-conscious individuals with self
_shipped to.retail stores. healthmonitoring
One manufacturer devices such as elec(Norelco) introduced a tronic digital blood
group of travel ap- pressure monitors
pliances to sell for under scales and
$25. Robert E. Beasley, thermometers.
Jr., a Vice president and
Jim Dean, marketing
general manager, said director for Timex's
the new travel iron, Healthcheck line,
clothes steamer, con- predicted future
verter and adapter markets would see an
plugs were firmly based increase in this type of
on statistics.
product, including kits
Approximately 125 that would enable peomillion Americans ple to see if they had
travel four or more symptoms that could be
times a year and many attributed to a disease.
are already seeking
Despite affluence,
items to make travel more Americans are apeasier, he said, adding parently caring for their
that full performance own clothes. Electric
paired with compact irons which offer more
size is sought by most convenience, safety and
buyers.
setting options were,
According to Carola consequently, stressed
Crowley, manager of by a number of
personal care products manufacturers. New
for the same firm, elec- electronic irons generaltronics has given ly have automatic
manufacturers a chance shutoff options in 30
to "rethink" many ex- seconds if resting flat or
isting items. Some new In 10 minutes if in an
curling irons, for exam- upright position. A
ple, have a fast heat-up system of lights shows
option, a slightly when the iron has reachtapered tip to lift the ed the fabric setting
hair and provide a burst selected. One company
of high heat to set a curl. (West Bend) showed a
The options add from $2 cordless electric iron
to $3 to the cost of the that rests on a base
product.
—97'ffiririnkred info the
A compact hair dry- outlet.
ing system comes in a
In products for cookcarrying case and in- ing, an important
cludes a dryer, curler category appeared to be
and brush, all of which space-saving, wallare used with the same mounted appliances
motor and cord.
such as coffee makers,
Housewares manufac- can openers and a
turers pay close atten- toaster. Some of these

diet?

MASTER
BED ROOM
14' x 12°

FAMILY
12%16'

arkiSID I14A5T4

LIVING ROOM
186 x 12°
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FLOOR PLAN. •••
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-

thP hasis of
this "H--shaped contemporary, three-bedrooM ranch house.
A double door leads to the foyer and-to the right of the foyer
is a formal dining room. The living room is sunken one step
and has sliding doors to the rear courtyard. Plan HA1259A
has 1,587 square feet. For more information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect Jerold
Axelrod, 275 Broadhollow Rd., Melville, N.Y. 11747.
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New items designed for convenience
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Is the typical
American an affluent,
well-educated individual who lives alone
or with one other adult,
travels frequently and is
concerned about his or
her physical health and

ss,

Judging from products shown at the International Housewares
Exposition held in
Chicago recently, this
profile fits the average
housewares customer.
Trend-setting _products shown at the
market included: those
which make traveling
easier — such as travel
irons and portable
smoke and burglar
alarms; items that help
people monitor their
own health, and appliances that make it
possible to do things for
yourself that you
formerly hired someone
else to do.
There were also a
number of small kitchen
appliances that take up
less room by hanging on
the wall as well as
familiar products that
have been changed to
provide more special
features — for example
hair dryers and curlers
and irons.
Another aspect of the
new housewares shown
to retailers at the
market was the seductive use of color which
_tempts _puichase- 0.1
items just because they
are so attractive.
Bright colors that suggest the southwest —
reds, oranges and
yellows — and crisp contemporary combinations such as red, white
and-black were found on

Tips offered on refinishing a wooden floor
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I intend to
refinish the wooden
floor in our dining room.
I expect to rent a floor
sander, the kind with a
large drum at the bottom of it. I noticed at a
dealer's store that the
sanders for rent have attachments to take care
of the dust that is produced while the sanding
is going on, yet I read
recently a lot of dust is
generated when a floor
sander is used. Don't the
dust bags work?
A. — They work, but
only up to a point.
Without a bag, your
house would be a mess.
With it, a lot of vacuuming will still be
necessary, since not all
of the dust goes into the
bag. If possible, close
off the dining room so
that any dust produced
doesn't go through the
entire house. Some dining rooms cannot be
closed off because there
is an open passageway
rather than a door. In
that event, try hanging
an old sheet 0 f
something similar over
the opening to catch the
dust. Once

you finish

sanding,.go over the en-
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tire room — floor,walls
and. ceiling — with a
vacuum cleaner and one
or more of its attachments.

kind, not the exterior The chalk marks will
Q. — What is pipe
type. I am concerned then be on the back of "dope?" I heard a
about making the the paneling at the plumber use the term in
cutouts in the paneling
,precise point where the conversation with
for electrical outlets and cut must be made. Drill another plumber.
A. — It's a slang exQ. — We need a lot of other receptacles. Is holes into the four corremodeling done on our there some special way ners of the outline, then pression for pipe joint
house. Even though it is of doing this so that the use a keyhole saw or compound, which you
going to cost us more cuts in the paneling will something similar to smear on threads before
than $10,000, we have be accurately lined up make the cutout. Just be joining together two
run hit° trouble trying with the electrical careful and you can get pieces of pipe.
a result as good as if the
to get a contractor to outlets?
A.
—
It
job
had been done by a • Q. — I have to install a
is
presumed
start work at once. All of
fixture on a ceramic tile
them say it will be a all the electrical work professional.
floor, but do not know
month or more before will be completed before
Q. — I want to make a how to drill holes In the
they can even begin the you install the paneling.
project. Is this normal? In that case, chalk the concrete walkway and tile without causing it to
A. — Yes. Contractors edges of each outlet. would like to reinforce it split.
A. — Measure very
have to schedule jobs When you get to a part so it won't break down
ahead of time or else of the wall where the in a few months. What carefully to be sure they
will match the holes in
find themselves paying paneling will cover an can I use?
A. — Ordinary heavy- -the fixture. A quarter of
workers for idle days. outlet, press the hardYour best bet is to try to board against the wall duty wire mesh,will suf- an inch can make a big
get one or more in- firmly, then remove it. fice for a walkway. difference, so be certain
dividuals who are working for themselves. This
is a calculated risk,
however, because some
such individuals are not
skilled craftsmen. Try
to hire somebody who is
recommended and who
carries the necessary
14 Pound Box
insurance.
of 100% Pure
•
Q. — I will soon be installing wall paneling in
Quarter Pound Patties
our attic. The studs are
already up and so are,
the furring strips. I will
be using 4-by-8 sheets of
hardboard, the regular
Field's

the holes are exactly
right. To make a hole,
first tap a nail I the
precise spot, hitting it
gently yet being sure it
goes a bit below the
glazed part of the tile.
When that has been
done, apply some
regular household oil into the hole. You will
negd an electric drill
that operates at slow
speed. Use a carbidetipped bit.

were introduced earlier,
but at this market the
first toaster-oven and
broiler (by
Toastmaster) was introduced. It is expected
to sell for about $75
when it becomes
available in several
months.
Not all new food
preparation products
depend on electricity. A

disposable aluminum
meat loaf pan (by E-Z
Por) has a drainer rack
insert so the fat drips
down and you get fewer
calories in the finished
meat loaf.
Another firm (Foley)
introduced a popcorn
maker with a stirring
device mounted in the
lid.

2-in-1
WASHER
PERMANENT PRESS

DRYER
11
,

EXTRA DROP IN

MINHIASSEr
Fw Small Loads
and Osalcales

THREE
DRYING
SELECTIONS

17% \
PERMANENT
PRESS CYCLE

WASHER

DRYER

Model WWA7070B
• Four cycles-3 speeds
• Three vteS71i1tote-Aemper-•
ature combinations with
energy-saying cold water
optrows-

Model 0DE530013
• Rust-resistant porceiair
-ellarbet Itntstled drum_
• up.to 130 minute timed
cycle
-71 sy
fi-te
itor ctean up-4mM
tint

—
ONLY'

ONLY

419"

30995

Free $7500 U.S. Savings Bond
With Purchase

MURRAY APPLIANCE
AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street
Howard Coy 8 John Simmons Owners
753-1586

It's Cook-Out Time Again

Ground Beef

ALLTHE STARS STOP AT
"CHURCH STREET STATIO
Group W Satellite Communications 1984

$ 1 946

Wieners.
Sausage
Baby Limas

1

59

$1

49

1 Lb. Pkg. $

Partin's Whole Hog

lb

Frosty Acres

20 Lb. Box $ 18
99

Frosty Acres

Breaded Okra

20 Lb. Box $ •7"

Choice Sides of Beef
225 To 300 Lb.
Cut, Wrapped & Frozen

$ 1 39
LB.

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —
•

GIBSON HAM CO.

Phone 753-1601
1Q7 N. 3rd St.
''Only

it

"Church Street Station" is your

destination for great live music.
Every Saturday you've got a front
row seat at the hottest spot on the
country concert circuit. You'll catch
acts like T.G. Sheppard, Freddie
Fender and Tanya Tucker. Catch
great country concerts every week
on channel 22. Ask about receiving
The Nashville Network in Stereo!

CASLE
V1S1 N

7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fl. We Accept
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps

rederal Inspected

Meat Market In Murray'.
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Balloons race across the country
• , ,•

`7093fassTantefil
AURORA KENTUCKY

Mother's Day
Brunch Buffet
9Am-2pm

• •
• \

PALM SPRINGS,
_
_CAUL (AP)._ -_-_A
filled balloon named
,••
"Classical Gas" lifted
off Saturday followed by
, ..! ••.
• • •
eight rival balloons
. , from as far away as
• ... • . ••._•
• • • •. • "Japan as an Interna•
' tional cross-America
race got off the ground.
It took about three
hours for all nine brightcolored balloons to lift
off in the Gordon Bennett International
Balloon Race.

Thousands cheered as
the halinnha slowly
drifted over the desert,
dropping sand, daisies
or tiny balloons in their
wake.
.Four test
"pathfinder" balloons
were launched before
the official start of the
race, in which pilots
compete to see who can
fly farthest across the
United States in a
helium balloon without
touching the ground.

_z X—
„„,

SPECIAL
• ' • .•
,•

.

PROCLAMATION SIGNING — Calloway
County Judge-Executive George Weaks has signed a proclamation declaring the week of May
4-13 as fund raising week for the MurrayCall?way County Work Activities Training
Center for the Handicapped (W.A.T.C.H.). The
center offers ,training, selfhelp and pride in the
individual achievements for the mentally handicapped.
The learning process has been
described as one of vital hope to those persons so
handicapped. Molly Booth, board chairman and
Dianna Harrison,fund-raising chairman are pictured above with Judge Weaks.

Corn Austin Has The Special
Look For That Special Mother
We Have Pants, Sweaters, Linen &

for reservations call
474-2773

Silk Blouses, Dresses and Other
Coordinated Groups That Will Make
Your Mom Feel & Look Special
Shop For Your Mom At

\• \‘.\--

Corn Austin
Downtown Murray
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Hanging
Plant Baskets
•10 Inch
'Assorted foliage
hanging baskets
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Low Price Every
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Sanyo Microwave Oven
•1.5 Cubic feet cooking

238

capacity •10
•Temperature sensor -probe 'Dual Stage power selection
speed-60 minute timei•700 W cooking power *No.
EM3420

Every Day Low Price

Ladies Fashion
Peignoir Sets
.100% Nylon or poly/cotton

Photo
Coupon

Regina 3 Speed
Electric Broom
Delo co i-lt2ayy Duty
Wel Mart
39.43
Ne Wait Rebate
3:00

blends *Wide selection of
t.Y.!?5,_!Asst. pastets=anti
solids and all over or
border prints *Sizes S-M
Reg 17 86 to 16.86

Guaranteed

Quality at
Everyday LOW
Prices

Ladies Purses
e,a,>-3 3 ors

•ASAC

15.00

4.00

Low- Price Every Day

Proctor Silex 10
Cup Automatic
,Coffeemaker
'Automatic
switch
control
'Non stick warmer plate
'No. A415AL

7 Piece Porcelain
Enamel Cookware Set

Sale Price With
This Coupon

Reg .39 86
'Classic
(ir3 •Si, :odes 1 quart
overed saucepan, 2 quart and 5 quart
, overed casserole 10" open-fry can 'No

Expires
5/13/84

MA31201

16_ Pier.e _Arcopal-Dinnerware
•.,,AtAlmets
•
•

SCM Proctor Silex
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Clairol
20
- Instant
rlairsetter
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WEST BEND
""•••••""

3 sizes

'No C-20-S
Wal-Mart's Low
Price Every Day
Manufacturers
Mail-In Rebate

Jr. & Misses
Knit Shirt •sohr!,
:•

Vidal Sassoon
Professional
Full Size Dryer
•tboo Watts .08 riirict,,,

cotton
blends
•Flounce bottom
skis-s styles
•2 and 3 Tier- Jace or
Ztone ky
.ints -'Sizes
•Poly

Lad is
Man
Tailored
Shorts

Emeraude
Cologne
Spray Special

•',/". \TS 2'

wilulls

14.83

E
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•2 5 Ounce
'No 272-4014

•5 Appliances in one
•Blender, mixer, dough
maker, food grinder,
shtedder, salad
maker *No. 979-16

#1

29 94.

Save 3 00
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Eye Encounter
Wooden Roil Top
Bread Box

I=M

Ladies Dress Slides
•Whrte, navy red •Slip on style
•Medium wedge 'Ladies
sizes 5-10 'Reg 668

1:17Y Lf

Save 134

Ad.-Marl SOP% 10' Less • Ot

Oster
Electric
Kitchen
Center

Low Price Every Day

!I 1U1IEl1M

8 97-9 F

7.42

•
•

Osier

Setting
•
79525

-3.00
Ladies
Fashion
Shifts

One Brands
•Sizes S-M -L

cotton tvoit
*2 Pockets,
pleat front
with cuff
or plain
front without
cuff *Fashion
summer colors

18.93

Low Price
Every Day.

•Our
Country Craft
and Catch

•R

West Bend
Electric Wok
•6 Ouart capacity
'Heavy weight aluminum
'Non sti4 interior
'
Variable -temperature

CLAIROL
T0255

•4 Patterns Encore,
aydream.,
Rosanne,
American Ballad

20 Piece Set
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CCHS superlatives, class favorites

•

Most Athletic
Chris Sheridan & Beth Hooks

411r1-1
—

Class Clowns Alesia Cunningham & Not Pictured-Mark
Wilkerson

Best All Around
Richard Dowdy & Mylinda Mitchell
Junior Class Favorites
John Mark Potts & Amy Bryan
•

•

1

Senior Class Favorites
Mark Duncan & Jill Childress
_

_
_Lneist1.0
_ _6Mg_
Mark Duncan .1111Childress

Mo.t Talenteil: Jeff Dm% dy Lisa Allen

MostStudious
•
Jay Herndon & Evy Jarrett
•

_

_•••••"'
—••••

to•

1,1

•

,

Most Dignified
Craig Kelly & Sherri Mills
Most Popular
Eddie Tr;iNk ,S, Gerald N1,(

Best Personality
John Nix & Jeanna Swift

Most Outstanding Senior
Lisa-Chaney
Best Dressed
-Robby Hedrick & Melissa Richerson

Most School Spirit
NI ark Thorn & Mylinda Mitchell

.

.
4

2—.41r
.•
•

••••4,,b

Freshman Class Favorites
Mike Garland & Marcy Marine

Most Cooperative
David Grady & Amy M cCa ge

Sophomore(lass Favorite.
•• Tony gay* Dana Cunningham

Most Likely to Succeed
• r
Rill Chancy & UaChaney

•
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MSU recruit sends strong signal to Racers.

dir

f

Pound for . pound
Ricky Brewer may be
one of the strongest, if
not THE strongest, football recruit the Murray
State Racers signed this
year.
Brewer, a Breathitt
Countian from Jackson,
Ky., recently broke the
state bench press record
by raising 420 pounds.
His 575-pound deadlift
was also the best in that
category and the two
lifts combined gave him
the overall title in the
heavyweight division.
The contest took place
at Louisville Moore
High School a few weeks
ago and over 150 high
school lifters competed.
When asked about his
lifting, Brewer responded by saying he doesn't
lift for lifting's sake, but
to become a better football player.
The news 'no doubt
pleased Frank Beamer
and his staff as the last
time they heard from
Brewer he was bench
pressing only 390 pounds
and his time in the 40
yard dash is 4.9 seconds.
That's moving pretty
swift considering
Brewer. a defensive
tackle, packs 240 pounds
on his 5-11 frame.
He led his Breathitt

County High School
squad to an 8-3 record
last year and was voted
All-State. He also led his
team with 13 quarterback sacks.
• • •
Murray State's
baseball team is still being thwarted by bad
weather as rain once
again postponed the
Thoroughbreds' series
with Middle Tennessee.
Rain in Murfreesboro,
Tenn., caused the second postponement of
the series between the
two Ohio Valley Conference opponents who
are battling to decide
the final berth in the
four -team playoff
scheduled in
Clarksville, Tenn., May
14-16.
Thursday is the next
tentatively scheduled
makeup date for the
resumption of a 7-inning
contest that was called
because of darkness in
Murray last Saturday.
A prior agreement
prevented the 'Breds
from being awarded the
victory although they
led 6-3 at the end of five
innings. Immediately
following the conclusion
of that contest, the two
teams will play a nineinning game which will

covering
all fields
By JIM RECTOR
- Sports Editor

mark the end of the OVC
regular season.
If the two teams
should end up tied (they
both are currently 5-5 in
league play) another
game would have to be
scheduled
• • •
The First District
girls high school softball
tournament has been
delayed one more day
because of rain, according to Eli Alexander,
tourney director and
Murray High athletic
director.
The tournament,
originally scheduled to
begin Monday, will now
begin on Wednesday
with teams playing on
two fields in -the
Murray-Calloway.County park system.
The first two rounds of
the upper bracket will
be played on Field No.2
at the new city park

DAYTONA BEACH

SUPER VACATIONS - SUPER SAVINGS

SAVE UP TO 25%
on your Florida vacation at a
DAYTONA OCEANS ELEVEN RESORT.
All Inns located on the beach with
restaurants, lounges and pools.
4

FREE DAYTONA BEACH
VACATION FUN GUIDE
showing what to do in DAYTONA
BEACH plus what's new at the Walt
Disney World Complex. You'll also
receive SUPER SAVING rate information.

Call Toll Free 1-800-874-7420

men

Tryouts for the
She was the 1984
Kirksey Ball Club have NCAA individual air ribeen scheduled for fle champion at the
Saturday, May 12, for competition hosted by
six different leagues.
MSU this winter.
T-Ball, for children 5-6
In the Junior Olymyears old, will begin pics, Spurgin scored
tryouts at 9 a.m. Park 1,155 out of a possible
League players (7-8 1,200 to place behind
years old) wilt play at 10 Dave-- Johnson (1,161)
a.m. followed by the Lit- and Mike Anti (1,157
tle League (9-12) at 11 both of 1984 NCAA team
a.m.; girls softball rifle champion West
(11-17) at noon; Pony Virginia.
League (13-17) at
p.m.; and adults , According to the arti(18-and-older) at 5 p.m. cle in the May 2 edition
• • •
of The NCAA News, the
Patty Spurgin, a coppetition was sponmember of the Murray sored by the National
State rifle team, placed Rifle Association and
third in the Junior drew 90 shooters aged 20
Olympic Rifle Cham- and under. Most will try
pionship which was held out for the U.S. Olympic
April 28 at Ohio State shooting team in Los
University.
Angeles in June.

complex. The lower
bracket games, including Murray High's
contest against Livingston County (5:30
p.m. Wednesday) will
be played on the Little
League field at the old
city park.
Tournament action
will begin on both fields
at 3:30 p.m. Wednesday.
•

•

•

Please send my free Daytona Beach Vacation-Fun Guide!
ACAPULCO INN
SHERATON INN
Name
BEST WESTERN MAYAN INN
Street
TREASURE ISLAND INN
City
BEACMCORER OCEANFRONT INN
BEST WESTERN ISLANDER BEACH LODGE
Zip
State

STATE CHAMP - Murray State football
recruit Ricky Brewer poses with three of his
trophies he won recently enroute to winning the
1984 Kentucky state high school powerlifting contest. Brewer broke the state record by bench
pressing 420 pounds and he placed first in the
deadlift with 575 total pounds.

The Associated Press
The Dallas Maverick:
face what Michael
Cooper of the Los
Angeles Lakers calls "a
long uphill road to
travel" in the National
Basketball Association
playoffs, and the road
could be even longer if
Mark Aguirre can't
play.
The Mavericks' highscoring forward is listed
as questionable for
tonight's fifth game of
the NBA's Western Conference semifinal series
with the Lakers in Los
Angeles.
A victory by the
Lakers would end the
best-of-seven series and
send them into the conference finals against
the winner of the other
Western semifinal between Utah and Phoenix.
It would also be no surprise, considering that
the Lakers won the first
two games of the series
at the Forum by a combined total of 59 points.
Aguirre traveled from
Texas to California with
the Mavericks Monday,
but didn't practice. A
spokesperson for the

team said his status for New Jersey Nets visit
tonight wouldn't be the Milwaukee Bucks
known until shortly tonight in a series that is
before tipoff time, tied 2-2, and and the
which is 8 p.m., PDT.
New York Knicks play
Aguirre, who averag- the Celtics in Boston
ed 29.5 points per game Wednesday night after
during the regular splitting the ,first four
season, scored 34 points games,
during the Mavericks'
The Jazz face
122-115 overtime loss to tonight's game with
the Lakers Sunday that grim determination.
gave Los Angeles a 3-1
"All we can worry
lead in the,series.
about now is winning
However, Aguirre _ Tuesday," said forward
was held scoreless in the Adrian Dantley, who
fourth quarter and left scored 37 points in the
the game when he suf- Utah's overtime loss at
fered a badly bruised Phoenix. "We- can't
right hip. He was in- worry about any other
jured while diving for a games. This is going to
loose ball with 54 be tough."
seconds remaining in
regulation play.
"Looks like we lost
one of our cannons,"
said Dallas guard
Rolando Blackman, the
Mavericks' second leading scorer. "We'll
UNIONDALE, N.Y.
just have to load up as (
-AP) — No one on the
best we can if Mark four-time National
can't play."
Hockey League chamWith a 3-1 lead, the pion New York
Suns can wrap up their Islanders claims to be
series against Utah as Superman. But the way
well tonight in the game they play against Edat Salt Lake City. In the monton, you'd have a
Fostern Conference, the hard time convincing
the Oilers that there are
no capes underneath
Islander uniforms.
-.1/0 The Oilers enter the
Stanley Cup Finals with
an 11-game losing
games will be played on streak against the
Islanders, who swept
Wednesday.
them in last year's title
The first game will round and have not lost
feature Calloway Coun- to Wayne Gretzky and
ty and Marshall County Company since Dec. 13,
and the second game 1981. In all, New York
will pit Murray High hasn't been beaten by
against Mayfield. The Edmonton in 15 games.
"Definitely, the last
championship will be
five times we've played
played Thursday.
them, we've been too
uptight, whether we're
trying or not," said
Oilers center Ken
Linseman. Since joining
the Oilers in a trade
with Philadelphia two
years ago, Linseman
has not been a factor in
games between the Isles
and Edmonton.
"We can't let them get

Easy to Operate...
Easy to own
Enjoy the benefits of Case ,
exclusive hydraulic drive — buy
your Case tractor now during
our Fall Sale and get all you
can get in tractor performoncs

Bostonian's $50 Boat Shoe

9.8% APR Financing
Available

ga

There is a Case tractor to fit
your budget

hen you buy am pair of regular priced Bostonian shoes, well give you a pairof
W
Bostonian genuine hindoewn Boat Shoes Absolutely
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The Jazz felt Sunday's
game was one that easily could have been
theirs and might have
swung the series in their
favor. But the Jazz
squandered too many
opportunities - ranging
from Rickey Green's
miss of a possible-game
winning layup with four
seconds left in overtime
to 12 missed free throws
- to prevail.
"It's a big loss, and a
psychological loss in a
lot of ways," said Jazz
assistant coach Phil
Johnson. "But a day off
between the games will
help. It should help the
players relax."
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The Bucks failed to
rise to the occasion
Saturday in New
Jersey, blowing a big
lead in the second half
and, by losing, missing
an opportunity to take a commanding lead
against the Nets.
Boston, the league's
winningest team this,
season, was in command after winning. the
first two games of the
Eastern Conference
semifinals against New
York. But the Knicks
evened matters in the
next two games, getting
a big lift Sunday when
Bernard King scored 43
points.
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ahead. If we play in- didn't lose any games in
telligently and cut down --the'--CaMpbell- -Conon giveaways, we ference championship
should be all right."
series with Minnesota.
"It's only fair that the
Islanders are back in
National Hockey League
STANLEY CUP FINALS
the Stanley Cup finals,"
Thursday, May 10
said Oilers Coach Glen
Edmonton at N Y Islanders
Saturday, May 12
Sather, who was roundEdmonton at N Y Islanders
ly criticized for his
Tuesday, May 15
N.Y. Islanders at Edmonton
behavior in last year's
Thursday. May 17
finals. "It would have
N.Y. Islanders at Edmonton
Saturday. May 19
been an injustice for
islanders at Edmonton
anyone else to be there.
necessary
"They are a great
Tuesday, May 22
Edmonton at N Y Islanders if
team. They have such a
necessary
strong nucleus of guys,
Thursday, May 24
Edmonton at N.Y. Islanders if
not just five or so who
necessacy
they depend on."
Indeed, the Islanders
The Islanders are have mor, balance than
seeking to become the the Oilers. If Gretzky is
only NHL team other held in check - as he
than the 1956-60 Mon- was last spring, when he
treal Canadiens to win managed only four
five successive Stanley assists against New
Cups. They have won York - Edmonton will
nine straight games in have little chance of
the final round. Follow- winning the Cup.
ing two losses at the
Still, the Islanders.
outset, the Islanders
took their last four won't look' to stop only
meetings with the Cana- Gretzky, the most
diens in the Wales Con- awesome -s-co ring
ference final to advance machine in hockey
history.
to meet the Oilers.
"Edmonton is
Edmonton also won
four straight in the last definitely an explosive
round, but the Oilers hockey team with a lot
of great players," said
center Brent Sutter,
who has been one of the
Islanders best performers during this
postseason Drive for
gokt
vacatons,
PGP,
Five. "You can't forget
t10(t\
couyse
iacoM PiCt055
about anybody on that
MeetA,s %teat goll (oon-is, team."
1des1 foc
co\dt
l..k.ixoty
Headdoatters,
tvis,
beds,
Mike Bossy, the
Coutts.
doub\e elegantlobIslanders' sharpbanquet
ennis
'2.
balconies,
Isuites, viith
Woo, shooting right wing who
Meeting'
soutmet
ate
ehtectalnotiv
has snapped out of a
IN, sopeo
V1%0
Nounge
%lies,
playoff slump with four
h\glitty
laolities.
*ones, \chchate $eat- straight solid efforts,
poot
the
bile
s*ionchihg,
P0990%, 13‘ Isn't comfortable with
chent \IN
sea
deep
the mastery the
Nested BeacY'
boats
lacing„
Islanders hold over the
?Pc'
ONatter
clog
VI
alai,
40011 Oilers.
"I don't like it when
10100
you've beaten a team so
SI01
111%.f00
many times in a row,"
he said. "Sometime,
they'll win a hockey
ag
game against us."
But they have do it
four times in the next
P10.°013S
oaf
',4•00
seven games.
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Edmonton faces losing tradition
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Free An 9ffer made by this store and
Bostonian for a limited timeonly. white supplies last
.
.
- If you apPreciate '1ifie-craftsmanship - and outstanding yalue.-siii ty-raii• We'll show
vou our complete selection of Bostonians. representing uncompromising quality since 1899.
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'Cannon' Aguirre may not play against Lakers
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NBA pkyoff outlook:

Opening tournament
action in the Sixth
District baseball
playoffs will be moved
to Wednesday at 3:30
p.m. at Murray State's
Reagan Field.
Because of rain, the
the tournament has
been delayed one day
and both first-round
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District baseball tourney
postponed-to Wedneiday
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Pipes
Accessories
15 Blends of
Pipe Tobacco
The Smoke Shoppe
6)45 4th St
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Chipped knee bone retires Devil's Bag
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — The doubters
thought Devil's Bag
wasn't enough horse for
the classics. But Woody
Stephens was convinced
there was some good
reason that his colt
didn't live up to billing
as the next Secretariat.
"Something was stopping him," but Stephens
wasn't sure what.
He got his answer
Monday, when
veterinarians in
Louisville found a subtle
chip in the colt's right
front knee. Devil's Bag,
the 1983 juvenile champion who slept while
stablemate Swale won
the 110th Kentucky Derby, will retire to
Claiborne Farm at the
end of the week.
Stephens, suffering
from pneumonia, immediately pinpointed
when he believes the injury occurred.
"I knew this," the ailing 70-year-old trainer
said by telephone from
Louisville Monday
night. "I think it happened in the
Flamingo....
"I've been watching
him awfully careful.It's
a very small fracture,"
Stephens said. "But
when a horse is really
good, it doesn't take a
whole lot to make him
not that good."
So Swale will probably go on to the
Preakness and take a
shot at the Triple Crown
that had seemed a sure
thing for Devil's Bag
when he ran away from
his competition_ last
year. The Devil will join
Secretariat, winner of
the 1973 Triple Crown;
Kentucky Derby winners Spectacular Bid
and Riva Ridge, and
other top stallions now
In retirement at the
farm south of Paris, Ky.
No one will ever know
for sure whether Devil's
Bag was just a brilliant
sprinter or a classic

es

11

•
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RETIRED — After being held out of the Kentucky Derby, Devil's Bag was
examined and a chipped knee bone was discovered. Trainer Woody Stephens
has announced he will retire the thoroughbred racer who is syndicated for
$38 million. Devil's Bag, shown here with jockey Eddie Maple up, is on his
way to the $25.1N141 first place finish in the.Forerunner Purse at Keenland.
horse hobbled by an
injury.
But the dark-brown
colt, marked by a snowy
blaze down his face,
goes down as the 20th
2-year-old champion —
and the fourth in a row
— since 1936 not to make
it to the Kentucky Derby, the Preakness and
the Belmont Stakes.
Lord Avie, Deputy
Minister and Roving
Boy, the juvenile
Eclipse Award winners
from 1980 to 1982, also
were knocked out of the
Triple Crown by-injury
and retired.
Even before the fracture was confirmed,
Claiborne president
Seth Hancock indicated
the Devil might be done
at the race track.
"He went eight-fornine and was the 2-yearold champion," Hancock said at the barn
.Sunday.inorning. "We'll

be standing here ,in the Hialeah was the first
spring of 1989 and see and only one Devil's
what kind of sire he is. Bag ran around two
That's the bottom line.': turns and the only time
Devil's Bag was so he lost.
"I think it possibly
convincing in his five
victories as a 2-year-old happened in the Flam— winning by a total of ingo. That's the first
27 lengths — that Han- time the horse was not
cock 'convinced owner really himself, and he
James P. Mills to syn- wasn't a running
dicate the colt for $36- horse," Stephens said.
million before he had "He was on the lead turning down the backside
even turned 3.
Stephens had called and all at once he gave it
Devil's Bag "the best I up without a real fight to
ever had" in a 40-year, finish fourth....
"He came back. His
Hall..- of Fame training
class made him come
career.
Then came the Flam- back to win the Foreruningo. Devil's Bag, who ner and the Derby Trial,
won a sprint in his even with the problem,"
3-year-old .dePut. led Stephens said. "But he
much of the way in the still wasn't the Bag." .
However, Dr. Alex
Flamingo, but faltered
down the stretch to Harthill said he thought
fourth place behind the injury was more reTime for a Change, Dr. cent, probably occurrCarter and Rexson's ing in the Derby Trial
April 30. But horses
Hope.
have been known to race
Yht

Layden honored by NBA
SALT LAKE CITY
(AP) — Frank Layden,
who guided the Utah
Jazz to the Midwest
Division championship
and into the playoffs for
the first time in the
club's 10-year history,

was named the NBA's
Coach of the Year.
Layden received 54 of
76 votes cast by a national panel of sports
writers and
broadcasters.

Italian Spaghetti
Special
ONLY

For all your Travel Reservntlingrott

49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880

Inside Dining Only

representing

)0-•

$

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids]

American and International Tray effime
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
You,

(CM

S

i•at this .voll at home for this price.

g;
4

v.)*

SAVE $200 ON AMERICA'S
#1 PORTABLE COMPUTER!
TRS-80® Model 100
Comes Ready to Use!

as
seen
on .TV_

•Personal Word Processor
•Auto-Dial Telecommunications
•Address/Phone Directory
•Appointment Scheduler
•BASIC Programming

Language
8K TRS-80 Model 100

599

00
26-3801

Reg. 799.00
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SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY- . BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
901 SYCAMORE

LINDY SUITER

753-8355

Major League Baseball

Basketball
NBA Playoff Glance
Conference Semifinals
(Best 04 Seven)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Boston vs New York
Sunday, May 6
New York 118. Boston 113 series
tied 2-2
Wednesday. May 9
New York at Boston
Friday. May 11
Boston at New York

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Minnesota (Viola 2-3i at Califur
nix , Slaton 1-01. In I
EAST DIVISION
VS= 8 Pet
GB
•
MAMMAL LEAGUE
Detroit
23
4
.852 EAST DIVISION
Toronto
18
10
443 5%
W
L
Pct
GB
Baltimore It _ It -500 11%
C.lucago
1.5
il
.577 Milwaukee
13
13 .500 9%
New York
15
11
577 Cleveland
440 11
11
14
Montreal
15
13
536
1
Boston
12
16
429 l I It
Philadelphia
13
13
500
10
New York
17
370 13
St Louis
14
15
483
25
WEST DIVISION Pittsburgh
9
18
Mb
5%
California
18
14 . .563 WEST DIVISION
,
Oakland
16
14
.533
1
Los
. Angeles
19
12 .613 Milwaukee vs 14ew Jersey
Minnesota
16
15 .516
1%
San Diego
17
11
607
%
Saturday. May 5
Seattle
15
15 .500
2
Cincinnati
15
14
517
3
New Jersey 10B Milwaukr. 44.
Chicago
12 - 15- :444 3%
Atlanta
-13 - 14
481
4 —
series tied 2-2
Kansas City
9
16
.360 5%
San Francisco 11
18
379
7.
Tuesday, May 8
Texas
9
19
.321 - 7
Houston
10
18
357
7%
New Jersey at Milwaukee
Monday's Games
Monday's Games
Thursday. Slay 10
New York 5. Cleveland 2
Chicago 10. San Francisco 7
Milwaukee at New Jersey
Milwaukee 7. Chicago 3
Montreal 4. Houston 1
Detroit 10. Kansas City 3
Atlanta 8. Philadelphia 6
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Minnesota II, California 1
Cincinnati 11, New York 2
Los AngeleS vs. Dallas
Oakland 6. Seattle 5
St Louis 5, Los A.ngeles 1
Sunday. May 6
• Toronto at Baltimore, ppd rain
San Diego at Pittsburgh pp41
Los Angeles 122, Dallas 115. 01'.
Only games scheduled
rain
Los Angeles leads series 3-1
Tuesday's Games
. Tuesday's Games
Tuesday. May 8
Seattle (Langston 2 2, at Oakland .
ciouston . Madden 0-1, at Mon
Dallas at Loa Angeles
1Sorensen 1-4i
- treal I Gullickson 0-21
Thursday, May 10
Toronto !Alexander 1.1; at
San Francisco 'Carrells 0-0, at
Los Angeles at Dallas
Baltimore I McGregor 3.3i, In;
Chicago lReuschel 0-0i
.
Utah vs Phoenix
Cleveland i Sutcliffe 3-1 i at New
Cincinnati i Owchinko 1-01st New
Sunday. May 6
York IRO° 0-3,, 4 n 1
York , Torrez 0-2 I. , n ,
Phoenix III. Utah 110. OT.
Milwaukee ISutton 2.3 i at
•Atiant-ti, I Falcone 1-3 1 at
Phoenix leads series 3.1
Chicago Fallon 0-0i, (.111_. _.
....... _Philadelphia i Denny 24t.(noTuesday. May 8
Detroit ;Morris 5-11 at Kansas CI•
San Diego 'Thurmond 1-2i at PitPhoenix at Utah
ty i Black 3-11, In i
'
tsburgh , Rhoden 2-3,, I n i
Thursday. May 10
&salon slarowss 1-2' at Texas - - Los Angeles i Reuss 1 -1 i at St .
Utah at Phoenix
,Hough 1.4'1. in,
Louis I Cox 2-3 , , in
.
,
-

USFL Standings, Results
.
United States Football League
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic
W L T Pd. PV PA
Philadelphia
10 - 1
0
909 300 126
New Jersey
9 2 0
818 2138 '172
Pittsburgh
2 9 0
182 173 219
Washington
1 10 0
091 149 305
Southern
Birmingham
.818 304 189
9 2 0
Tampa Bay
8
3
C1
• 727 278 212
New Orleans
.7
4
0 .636 232 239
Jacksonville
4
7 0
364 226 233
,
Memphis
,
4
7 0 .364 170 280
,,
, WESTERN CONFERENCE .
-- ,..,.
Central
.,
Michigan
7
4 0 .836 277 239
Houston
6 5 0 .545 .346 293
Oklahoma
6 5 0 .545 170 275
San Antonio
4 7 0 .364 158 191
Chicago
,
3 8 '0
273 243 203

Denver
Los Angeles
Oakland

Pacific
7
5
5
2

1
6
6
9

0
0
0
0.

.
636 240 232
455 28-1 188
455 190 236
182 119 248

Monday's Game
Arizona 2.8. New Orleans 13
Friday. May 11
New Jersey at Washington
San Antonio at Memphis
Jacksonville at Birmingham
Chicago at Denver
Saturday. May 12
- iimaatou at Piateburgh
,
,Sunclay. May 13
Michigan at New Orleans
- Los Angeles at Philadelphia
Arizona at Oakland
.
Monday. May 14
Oklahoma at Tampa Bay

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

Cook's Jewelry
Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
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successfully with such
Injuries.
When the Halo colt
faded in the final
furlong of the one-mile
Derby Trial, Stephens
decided against trying
him in the 14 -mile Derby. And the horse he had
considered his No. 2
Swale, a son of 1977 Triple Crown winner Seattle Slew — became the
Derby champion.
When Stephens made
a Derby morning check
with his Churchill
Downs barn, he spent
more time with Devil's
Bag than with Swale.
Monday morning,
Harthill examined the
knee, took X-rays and
found the chipped bone.
"He has a small fracture in the radial bone of
his right front knee,"
Harthill said. "It's a
minor fracture, the
most common fracture
we observe in
thoroughbred horses."
But, since the Devil
was already slated to
retire after this year,
"he didn't have much
choice," Harthill said.
"If he was just an ordinary horse, we'd take
the chip out, wait three
or four months and
come back," Stephens
said. "But he's too good
... you don't do that with
a Devil's Bag."
Stephens had endured
criticism for Devil's
Bag's disappointing spring, but Swale's Derby
victory and the
discovery vindicated,
him.
The trainer said he
needed rest, but would
go to Maryland with
Swale to seek a second
Preakness trophy for
his set of two Derbies
and two Belmonts.
Eventually, he said,
he'll think about next
year.
"Me? I'll look for
another one."

TUESDAY. MAY X, 1984

AS LOW AS
535 PER
MONTH

"I.
"'"
M
IME

Get the 24K TRS-80 Model 100 for
Only 1799 (26-3802, Reg. $999.00)
Don't be misled! The TRS-80 Model 100 is the
only battery-operated portable computer with
five executive management programs and a
telephone modem built in! You can communicate by phone with other computers dr access
national information services. Carry it with

r.

you anywhere—fits easily in 'your briefcase
with room to spare. Features a large, easy-toread 8-line by 40-character display and a fullsize typewriter-style keyboard. Easy to expand
to meet future needs. Get your own portable
TRS-80 Model 100 today!

COOK
'S
JEWE
LRY
Central Shoppin
g Center
Murray, Ky.

Enjoy Total Support from the World's Largest Computer Retailer
CHECK YOUR PHONE 900K FOR THE PARTICIPATING

Radse Meek • STORE

COMPUTER CENTER OR DEALER NEAREST YOU
Cittline

A &VISION OF TANDY CORPORATION'

PRICES APPLY

s sarvice mark ol Citicorp

Al' PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS
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Mom Ponders Right Approach
To Her Sexually Active Teen

-

•

DEAR ABBY: I have discovered
without a doubt that "Rick," our 1-6year-old son, is having sex with his
girlfriend. She's also 16. They are
both honor students and all-around
"good kids."
, We have a normal, stable family
life. My husband and I have always
spent a lot of time with our children
and have stressed the importance of
taking responsibility for one's own
actions. In my opinion, sexual relations are not for those who cannot
support themselves or any children
that might come along as a result of
an accidental pregnancy.
What is a sensible approach?
Should I confront Rick alone? I
suppose I should tell my husband,
but I dread seeing the disappointment on his face. He has always
been so proud of Rick.
I'm too close to the situation to
make a wise decision. Please give
me Some guidelines.
HEARTSICK MOM

By Abigail Van Buren

CROSSWORD PUZZLER'
ACROSS
6 Priest's
1 Logic- abbr
vestment
Answer to Previoospouie
4 Look fhiedly
7 Utter defeat
CO COMM CO A
9 Eat
8 Finished
CO CCU= CU
12 Ventilate 9 Capuchin
13 Claw
COMM COMM
monkey
14 Consumed
CCON CM
10 Southwest15 Deposet •em Indian
CCM CCU CUM'
17 Pals. colioq
14 Footlike part
CC El131;313121C301:1
19 Spanish for
16 Algonquian
A
LI GOV 1211312
three'
Indian
CUOUULICEU CU
21 Belief/toe
18 Arrow
COWL MN WM
22 Climbing vine 20 European.
OC EMU
25 Fear
finch
COULD MUM
29 Note of scale 22 Long for
UO OCCOU 00
30 Uncanny
23 Merrymaking
GE MOM CO
32 Story
24 Body of
33 Haul!
water
35 Competitor
26 Organ of
36 Missives
a dove
37 Inlet
hearing
39 Auricular •
52 Artificial
38 Reiect
27 Foreign
41 Wading bird
ranguage
40 At no time
28 College
44 ACTI81111
53-Music as
42 Printers
officials
46 Angry
written
measure
31 Rootedges 48 Lampreys
55 Scold
43 Raise the
34 Arrival
Suffix
50
56 Pair
Spirit of
time guess
adherent of 59 Teutonic
45 Keeps
abbr
51 Cry like
deity
47 Frozen water
4
2
3
7
5
!
9 10 1.1 ,
49 Mix _
50 Pendent'
12
113
114
masses of ice
15
- 54 Afiican
17
. antelope C.19
21
57 Turf
58 Change
60 Greek letter
61 Also
62 Former
Prussian
rulers
63 The self
DOWN
1 Once around
track
2 Lubritate
3 Rasp
e
4 More
precipitous
5 Symbol for
tantalum

11111
29

DEAR MOM: Tell your husband. Rick is his son, too. You
and your husband should have a
frank talk with Rick and his
girlfriend and tell them what
you "know."
You could limit the time they
spend together, but please don't
forbid them to see each other
again because "love" will find a
way.
Since accidental pregnancy is
a very real possibility, be sure
that Rick and his girlfriend
know everything they need to
know about contraception, but
don't give them the impression
that you think sex for 16-yearolds is OK. Let them know that
in your opinion,it is not OK,and
that you positively disapprove.

25
30

33

32
35

38

* *
DEAR ABBY: My neighbor has
two enormous dogs that she keeps in
her house most of the time, but when
she lets them out to do their business, they head straight for.my
lawn and unload like a pair of
elephants! We had some angry words
about this two years ago and haven't
spoken since. I called the police
department to complain and I also

37
40

42
45

OP°

47

49
*

5, pp

called the dog pound, but nothing
was done about it.
I am going through the menopause. and when I get nervous, my
blood pressure shoots up. I'm afraid
I'll have a stroke if something isn't
done soon.
I would hate to kill those dogs, but
I just can't let them take over my
property.
If you have any ideas, please let
me know soon.
DOG-TIRED IN PENNSYLVANIA
DEAR DOG-TIRED:The dogs
are not to blame,so please don't
take it out on them. You don't
say where you live, but in most
communities, your neighbor
would be in violation of the law
and can be fined.
Call your police again and
register a formal complaint. Be
sure to give your name so the
police will have a record of your
complaint. If nothing is done,
buy a "pover scooper" (most
hardware stores have them),
and after the dogs have "decorated" your lawn, scoop the
mess up and deposit it on your
neighbor's lawn.

DEAR ABBY:I have been a flight
attendant for a major airline for 16
years. I have seen a lot of unusual
things happen, but I am sick to
death of the number of mothers
breast-feeding their walking, talking, very large children! It' doesn't
even matter where they are sitting;
they just do it right in front of
everyone! (I'm not talking about
women from another culture,either.)
I object because I, as a flight
attendant, am forced to interact
with the mother-child situation as I
am conducting my beverage, cocktail and meal service.
I don't care what people do in
their own homes, but please,
mothers, on an airplane, take your
child to the lavatory or feed your
child before you get on the plane.
COFFEE,TEA OR WATER—
NO MILK,PLEASE!

•
I WONDER ;F I SHOULD
TRY TO PLAY TODAY...MY
ARM HURTS, MY STOMACH
HURTS AND MY BACK HURTS

PLAY ANYWAY

PONT LET YOUR BODY
PUSH YOU
AROUNDTLt

_Si:44/4.2_

-

-

DO YOU USE
PESTIC DES
IN YOUR
GARDEN .9

8

THEN HOW DO
YOU KEEP THE
BUGS AWAY?

FONG' OF
TUESDAYS,EITWER

I'M NOT VERY

• j'I'M PAY/5

DO YOU
LOCK Ms/
CAR,

APV, PvHso WOLIP

PRoPESIONALS

PARE TAMPER WIT1-1
A GENERAL'S CAR3

JULIUS?

'IOU MAY PICK Ti-4E
LOBSTER OF YOUR
CHOIC

r--7-

2
0

THERE 15 NO 5UC4 THING!
A91.4 ARE A IMASKE-D BANDIT
,,,COME TO
STEAL
THIS.°

Pictured above are students from Calloway County High School who
recently won honors at the Foreign Language Festival at Murray State.
Spanish: T-shirt - Tammy Hollandlst, Jennifer Jarrett, Connie Ross-4th;
Foods - Betty Hutchen4 and Jody Lankford-4th, Pam Torsak-5th; Dolls Kathy Buchanan, Mary Hansen-2nd, Jody Price-4th; Construction - Beth
Woodall, Susan Sykes-3rd, Handwork - Tina Lee, 3rd. Literary Recitation:
Level 1 - Evy Jarrett-lst, Level 2 - Mary Hansen-lst, Level 3 - Kim
Garland-5th. Written Proficiency: Level 2 - Tracey Brown-3rd, Darin
Loftis-2nd; Level 3 - Les Kiser-3rd. French: Art - Michelle Garland 1st,
Jeanee Carroll-2nd, Rebecca Jenes-3rd,Clay Perkins-5th; T-shirt - Nichole
Bazzell-2nd; Costume - Huffy Greer-lst, Kim KiinrnerzeIl and Lori
Yarbrough-2nd; Dolls - Melody Kernell-1st, Lori Yarbrough-2nd; Foods Caroline Conley-1st, Tammy Patrick-3rd; Literary Recitation: Level 1 Melody Kerne11-5th, Marcia Grimes-3rd, Lee Ann Rayburn-2nd; Level 2 Lori Yarbrough-1st; Level 3 - Mark Bazzell-lst. Proficiency: Level I Kelli Burkeen-2nd; Level III - Rebecca Jones-2nd, Mark Bazze11-3rd. Written Proficiency: Level I - 4th Jody Lassiter, Level III -Renee Taylor-3rd,
Level III - Rebecca Jones-2nd.
_Prose Reading: Level II - Candi Glass-4th, Level III - Erin Burke-5th,
Rebecca Jones-2nd. Latin: Dolls - Kim Kennedy-lst, Handwork - Molly
Imes-1st. T-shirt - Jennifer and Evy Jarrett-3rd, Chorus - Molly Imes,
Ashley Miller, Emily Dunn, Renee Young, Evy Jarrett, Sherri Mills, Mikal
Grimes-1st. Level 1: Reading - Renee Young-2nd, Translation - Evy
'Jarrett-1st, Emily Dunn-2nd; Written Proficiency - Mikal Grimes-1st, Lisa
Kiser-2nd. Included in the photo is Darin Loftis, a sophomore who placed third in the state competition of the Spanish National Exam. Mike Rust placed ninth in the state. Over 150 students throughout the state competed at this
level.

CLASSIFIED
"
ADVERTISEMENTS
1 .Legal
NOTICE OF SALE
OF PERSONAL PRO.PERTY AT PUBLIC
AUCTION.
'—
NOTICE IS HEREBY
GIVEN BY Colwell
Mortage Corporation
in accordance with
the Uniform CommerciarCode as the holder
and secured party of
that Installment Contract and Disclosure
Statement("Security
Agreement")
executed by Roy Ken-.
nedy & Joyce A. Kennedy on Sept. 20th,
1978, which is now in
default, that the property described below
will be publicly offered for sale and sold
to the highest bidder,
for cash, cashier's
check or other "good"
funds on May 29th,
1984 at 10:00 o'clock
AM at:
Starks Bros. Mobile
Homes
RL 9 Box 40
Benton KY. 42025
Mobile home for sale:
Year: 1978
Make: Schutt
Size: 60 X 14
Serial No. K164144
Mobile home has
refrigerator & stove.
The proceeds of
said shall be applied
toward the satisfaction
of the
indebtedness secured
by said Security
Agreement which is
$7,549.48 as of this
date, plus accrued
finance charge, attorney's fees, and
costs and expenses of
repossession and sale.
Seller: reserves the
right to bid 'at said
sale. Sucessful bidder
shall be obligated to
pay applicable sales.
taxes, if any, in addition to sales price at
the time of sale.
DATED this 3rd day
of May, 1984.
Colwell Mortgage
Corporation
Marilyn Green (MFC
housing dept.)
NOTICE OF SALE
OF PERSONAL PROPERTY AT PUBLIC
AUCTION
NOTICE IS HEREBY
GIVEN BY Colwell
-Iskirtage Corporation
in accordance with
the Uniform Commercial Code as the holder
and securied party of
that Installment Contract an& Disclosure
Statement ("Security
Agreement")
executed by Clarence
Hendren Steele Jr.
and Dana P. Steele on
Dec. 9th, 1982, which
is'now in default, that
the property described below will be
publicly , offered for
sale and sold to the
highest bidder, for
cash, cashier's check

r •.

.Legal
or other "good" funds
, on May 29th, 1984 at
100 o'clock AM at:
Starks Bros. Mobile
Uome
Rt. 9 Box 40
Benton KY. 42025
Mobile home for sale:
Year: 983
Make: Commodore
Model: Nova
Size: 70 X 14
Serial No. NG 21297A
Mobile home has
refrigerator, stove,
washer, dryer, 3 axles
arid 6 wheels: •
The proceeds of
said shall be applied
toward the satisfaction
of the
indebtedness secured
by said Security
Agreement which is
$15,087.88 as of this
date, plus accrued
finance charge. attorney's fees, and
costs and expenses of
repossession and sale.
Seller reserves the
right to" bid at said
sale. Sucessful bidder
shall be obligated to
pay applicable sales
taxes, if any, in addition to sales price at
the time of sale.
DATED this 3rd day
of May, 1984.
Colwell
Mortgage
Corporation
Marilyn Green (MFC
housing dept.)
NOTICE OF SALE
OF PERSONAL PRO-,
PERTY AT PUBLIC
AUCTION
NOTICE IS HEREBY
GIVEN by Colwell
Mortgage Corporation
in accordance' with
the Uniform Commercial Code as the holder
and secured party of
that Installment Contract And Disclosure
Statement("Security
Agreement")
executed by Jose M.
Roman and Vickie E.
Roman on Oct. 28th,
1981, which is now in
default, that the property described below
will be publicly offered for sale and sold
to the highest bidder,
for cash., cashier's
check or other "good"
funds on May 29th,
1984 at 10:15 o'clock
AM. at: Starks Bros.
Mobile Homes Rt 9
Box 40 Benton KY
42025.
Mobile home for sale;
Year 1982
Size 60 X 14 Make:
Buccaneer Serial No.
2571 Mobile Home has
refrigerator
and
stove.
The proceeds of
said shall be applied
toward pie satisfac•tion of, the indebtedness secured
by said Security
Agreement which is
$14,147.16 as of this
date, plus accrued
_
, atfinance charges

1 .legal
torney's fees, and
costs and expenses of
repossession and -sale.
Seller reserves the
right to bid at said
sale. Successful bidder shall be obligated
to pay applicable
sales taxes, if any, in
addition to sales price
at the time of sale.
DATED this..3rd day
of May, 1984!
Colwell Mortgage
Corporation
Marilyn Green(MFG
housing depr. ' 4

4

2 .Notice

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our

showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
oids-Pont.-cad.-euick -

Train To Drive
TRACTORS TRAILERS
Call the leader
MTA SCHOOL
502-554-0733
or 502-589-6123.

Opening Soon
Murray
Satellite Sales
on corner of
Poplar & 12th.
SLEEPY Hollow Infant
Daycare Center now
Jas openings for full
time, part time and
drop in service during
summer months. Call
now for Information.
753-0364.
SUNNY Acres Nursery
now has tomatoes,
peppers and bedding
plants. Open 9-5,
Mon.-Sat. 753-3619. 901
North Johnny
Robertson Rd.,

•

DAILY
CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM
LEASE
ASK GENE
AT

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617
Solid Railroad
Ties
$9.00 Each
Crack Ties
$5.00
Half Ties
$3.00
Call 753-2965
or 435-4343
435-4319
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
2

Not, c

e

9. Situation Wanted

17

EXRE.RFE-NCICD
Housekeeper will clean
houses and offices. References. 759-4117.
NEE-I) help spring
cleaning? Trust worthy
woman ready for work.
492-8480.

ELECTROLUX _Carpet CLEAN up shop tor
Cleaner, only used rent. 327 N. 4th. Gas
twice, brand new, ex- heat, air compressor
cellent condition, 753- and hoist. 753-3018 after
3987.
7p m.
19

Vacuum

Farm

Cleaners

Equipment

30

Business Rentals

32

34

Houses for

Rent

46

Homes for Sale
_
eit -*Cruse in country--BRICK
with 20 acres for rent bath, Ran-C-1i 3 13R,
la.rge Great
with option to buy.
Room, formal living
436-2262
and dining room. Also
eat-in kitchen, central
36 For Rent or Lease
air and heat.
FOR Rent 30 acres for very reasonable.Utilities
Nice
beans or popcorn Hwy
home with possible
732 502-554-2947
Income. 1626 Hamilton
436.5479 or 753-1342.
37. Livestock -Supplies
tY owner, 2 or 3 BR, 2
FOR sale or trade for bath, central heat, large
car, 8 yr old Bay lot. 518 S. 6th Street. For
Gelding, 15 hands, goes appointment, call 753English or Western. For 4358 after 5p.m.
sale English saddle, FOR Sale by owner
breast plate, show assumable loan 3 BR
bridle and more as- brick ranch situated on
sorted tack. 753-3804.
a tree shaded I acre lot
PERFORMANCr in Oaks Estate across
TESTED 3/8, 1/2, 3/4 from Golf Course.
and 7/8 Simmental and Features 2 baths, large
Maine-Anjou service living and family
age bulls. Only the very rooms. 2 car garage. 3
top performance bulls porches. Priced $69,000.
offered from over 800 Al For more information
performance cows. All call 753-0408.
bulls health tested and TAKEover
guaranteed. Broadbent PAYMENTS on this
Farms, Route 1. Cadiz. 1983 doublewide mobile
KY 42211. Phone (Day
home located South of
1502)235-5182.
Murray on 641. 1 ac of
REG. Grey Mare. 6 land, 3 bedrooms, 2
years old. Grey Filly, 3 baths, living rm., den,
weeks old. Bred back to dining rm.. kit., ulty
Smokin Hot, $1,600. Call rm. 1 car garage For
more information call
Bill Ed, 435-4214.
Spann Realty Assoc.
38. Pets-Supplies
753-7724.

50

Used

Trucks

TUESDAY, MAY K. 1984

53, Services Offered

1976-CHEVY. Si'verado.'
PAIN ING
350 automatic, tilt,
A/C. AM/FM cass•
ette, 78,000 miles ExINTERIOR
cellent condition. $3000
firm. Call 753-2208
EXTERIOR
1977 CHEVY- Van, V-8
PAINTING
automatic, new radials,
new battery, new
WALLPAPERING
alternator, runs good.
Make offer. 438-2908.
1979 FORD Econoline
Van 15 pass. Super
Wagon, double heat and
air, new tires, good
condition. 14.000. 753*FREE ESTIMATES*
5354,
1080 DATSUN Trak,
long bed, 5 speed, NEED work on your
AM/FM. Call 7'53-0718 trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
and 753-4478.
removal and more. Calf
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro51
Campers
fessional tree care
LINDY Mini Motor 753-0338
Home, fully self con- WE Buy
Sell
tained, generator, 2 air Repair Used Air and
Conconditioner, sleeps 6. ditioners. Dill
Electric,
PL3•1687.
753-9104.

53
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Services Offered

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
Only professional Car
pet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers.
Licensed and Insured.
We move the furniture
tree. Free estimates, 24
hour service, 753-5827.
LICENStO Electrician
for, residential' and
commercial Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
MALONE'S Remodel
ing from ground to roof
top Phone 492 8183
Evenings 436 2107

Apts for Rent
1 AND 2 BR apts. near
downtown Murray. 753Like new Ford
10. Business Opportunity
4 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 - 6 6 5 0 or
Lawn
Tractor
INE Your Own Boss.
.
436-2844.
Join Dynamic InterUsed
1 AND 2 BR apts.
2 sum
Don't Forget
national Service Co.
753-8298 days, 753-6194
mers. 16 h.p.
Full Training with
nights.
Mom
Management AssisKohler engine,
1 AND 2 BR furnished
tance. High Earning
Send Her A
apts. Lease and deposit.
Hydrostatic
potential: Exclusive
Adults. No pets. Call
Cookie Gram
transmission,
Territory. Ambitious
753-9208 after 4p.m.
$7.00 Delivery individuals only. Call 48'' cut with
I BR furnished apt.
John Williams, Collect
Lease and deposit.
side discharge.
Within 1 Mile
person-to-person (817)
Adults No pets. Call
756-2122.
Call 753-5273 or
Of Murray.
after 4p.m 759-4756 or
OWN and Operate
may be seen at
753-9208.
753-0294
candy confection vend1 BR furnished apt,
701 Main St.
ing route, your area;
water furnished. $135.
Pleasant business. High
Time For Spring Cleanprofit items. Start part 135 M.F. Diesel with 753-3949.
time.
ing. Let Us Wash Your
Age, experience plow, disc' and cultiva- I BR lake front apt in
5. Lost and Found
not important. $2395.00 tor. 266 M.F. Diesel Panorama Shores. ApWindows At Low
LACK and White to $4790.00 investment. w low, disc and pliance furnished.
Lease deposit and reRates. Coll For Free
Syvester cat, missing Write Owatonna Ven- cultivator. 489-2110.
from downtown area dor's Exchange, Box WE have DeKalb Funks ferences required. 436Estimate After 5:00
52 Boats Motors
Alurrithum and Vinyl
Contact Kenny Essex, 411, Owatonna, MN and Pioneer Grain 2484 after 5p.m.
siding and Aluminum
p.m 753 0796
1975 SEARAY, 18 ft.
753-0640.
55060: Include phone Sorghums in stock. 2 BR, 2 bath apt. near
trim for all houses It
Runabout, 4 cylinder
Including the new M-565 University. Central
LOST Chinese Pug, number.
stops painting
inboard, white, full top,
WET BASEMENT? We
DeKalb. Shoemaker heat and air. Water
male fawn colored,
excellent condition. $3.
make wet basements
Jack Glover
Seed.
furnished. 753-3949.
black face, answers to 14. Want to Buy
500. Carroll VW, 753dry Work completel,,
T.J. near Friendship WANTED to buy: Har2 BR duplex, 1 bath, den
753-18
73
8850.
guaranteed
Call or
Church on 1346. Re- dwood timber. Call 20. Sports Equipment
and kitchen, wid
write Morgan Con
1976 16 FT Tr -Hull Ski
ward. Call 436-2953.
GUNSHOW•Paducah, hookup. 753-9240.
GERMAN Shepherd 4 7 . Motorcycles
753-0338.
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
Boat with 65 h.p. Mer- APPLIANCE SER
LOST Miniature
Ky.. May 12-13 from 2 BR furnished apt. 1604 puppies, 8 weeks old.
Dachshund, brown 15. Articles for Sale
10-5. Jaycee Civic Cen- Miller. Available spring $25 male, 520 female. 1977 HONDA 750, 11,000 cury engine, stereo, ski VICE. Kenmore, 409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 14.427026.
actual miles, lots of equipment included. $2, Westinghouse
ter, 2701 Park Ave. or fall. 753-5898.
male with a yellow CAMOUFLAGE
753 4029.
Army
OM. 753-3188.
extras. $1,295. 753-2507.
Whirlpool. 21 years WILL break and disk
Buy -Sell -Trade. A COUPLE of young
collar. New Concord pants for men
and boys.
1977 16 FT. Baha
experience. Parts and gardens. 753-5463 or
area. Reward. 436-5412.
Army boots. Jerry's McCann Gunshows, 618- ladies have a nice house 41.Public SeleTs. 1978 YAMAHA 400 115 hp. Evinrude with
Twin. Good condition,
. AM- service. -Bobby Hopper, 753-0144.
LOST set of keys on a Sporting Goods, 6th and 337-7543.
to share with 'another
$600. 753-7104 after FM cassette, $3,500. Bob's Appliance Ser
WILL haul white rock,
large round keyring, in Walnut, Mayfield. 247near MSU and downCall 492-8953 after 6p.m
5p.m.
vice, 202 S. 5th st. sand, lime, rip rap ana
22. Musical
the vicinity of Wendy's, 4704.
town. Available im7 5 3 - 4 8 7 2 , 7 5 3 8 8 8 6 masonary sand, coal
1980 250 ST SLZUKI,
Wed.. May 2nd. 759-1509 LAWN Mower,
mediate. Call Rebekah,
self
(home).
Call Roger Hudson
3,000 miles, like new, 53 Services Offered
or 763-9479.
753-6570.
propelled, 5 h.p., 26"
PIANO FOR SALE
$775. 753-7596 or 759-1379
BLOCK Building, 753 4545 or 753 6763.
FURNI4IED apts. efcut, less than 1 year old.
Wanted' Responsible
work.
basements, garages,
Copy
ficiency 1 or 2 BR. Also
and
753-9758 after 5p.m.
606 South 4th
footing, floors, drive1980 650 YAMAHA
party
to
assume
sleepin
g
rms.
Zim6. Help Wanted
QUASAR Video Reways. Also brick work,
Maxim I, like new.
Mon. & Tues.
merman Apts., S. 16th
small
,f1 .itif
monthly
CHRISTIAN lady to corder with remote
large or small jobs. 24
$1.600.
437-4240.
St.
753-6609.
CARTER
Sponso
STUDIO
red by Trinipayments
on
care for 3 children in control. $8 /week.
years experience. 7531981 HONDA Silver
FURNISHED extra
51 MAIN
i
ty Mission Church
spinet 'console
my home. For more Rudolph Goodyear, 7535476.
Wing
Intersta
te,
2,700
nice
:large
3
room
apt.
information call 759 0595. '
piano. Can be seen
for Billy Travis.
miles. Must sell, make CALL Keith The Yard LULL Dosing Back
near hospital and UnMINI Washer-Dryer.
4541,
offer. 437-4171.
Man, 759 9790 for your Hole and septic tank
locally. Write: (iniversity. Couple or
Begins at 8 am.
Wired
for
110
volt,
very
STUDENT OPPORTUNwork. 354• 8161 after
1 98 1 YA,„MAHA 750 lawn cutting needs.
graduate student
clude phone number)
good
conditio
n.
Shoes,
Call
clothes
and
ITY. Want to earn money
Virago, only 2,000 miles, CARP.ENTER- 26 8p.m. or 354-8138 or
preferred. Heat and
753-8964
Credit
Manager
after
5p.m.
,
P.O.
or
Sammy
based on personal worth?
what nots.
Paul
still like new. Asking years exp. Frame or 437-4533.
water furnished. No
,yUme.
Box
521,
Last summer 1000 leave message an
$2,100. 753-6082.
pets or children. Privfinish, additions, BURGESS Water Wells.
Mykill
Tidwell
students in college pro- 16, Home
Beckemeyer,
IL
ate. 753-8756 pr 753-3415.
1984 HONDA 200 X, buildings and repairs, Well Drilling. Home,
Furnishings
153-8481
1S1-93v
43. Real Estate
gram earned an -average
62219
header, headlight. re-' interior, exterior. Farm, Irrigation. Pump
'ONE
garage apt.
of $260 per week. Phone 25" QUASAR Color
*Resident
ial
&
sales and service.
servoir guard, two Farmington, call W.A
furnished, water or
443-6460, between 8 and 10 Console TV., $8/week.
STROUT
Irrigation equipment.
months old, like new. 345-2024.
garbage pickup furCommerci
al.
Rudolph Goodyear, 753AM for appointment.
ABY Grand Piano, nished. Available May
474-2232.
REALTY
FENCE sales at Sears Free estimates.
*Free Estimates.
PROCESS MAIL! $75 0595.
pecan finish, $1,800 Call 14. Call 753-8294.
now. Call Sears 753-2310 247•6658
48.
per hundred! No ex- ' COUCH, 78 inches long, 437-4432.
Auto
Services
UNFURNISHED 2 BR, Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
for free estimate for
perience. Part or full excellent condition. 753- YAMAHA Receiver and living
GOOD Reconditioned your needs.
room, kitchen,
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
time. Start im- 5544.
a Sanyo turntable with utility, bathroom, reFirst Class Repair Service
Auto Batteries, GENERAL HOME
Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
med(eliTly. Details send FULL bed complete. stylus. Both in good frigerator,
guaranteed! $15 ex- REPAIR. 15 years exstove, oven,
1912 Coldwater Road
on Stereo's & T.V.'s
self-addressed stamped chest of drawers, triple condition. Only $250 for garbage
change. Call 753-3711.
disposal and
Murray, Kentucky 42071
perience. Carpentry,
envelope to CRI-N41. dresser with mirror. both. Call 759-9567 after dishwas
her. $250 per
Work Guaranteed
IMPORT Auto Salvage. concrete, plumbing,
1502) 753-0186
Box 9014, Stuart, FL Call 753-3322 after 5p.m.
4p.m.
month. 1 year lease.
Anytime
New and used parts and roofing, sliding. NO
Miro
33495
rI ci
f S,_prid
QUEENSIZE bed and
$250 deposit. Call 753JOE L KENNON
service at reasonable JOB TO SMALL. Free
frame, 2 years old, firm 23. Exterminating
3865 or 753-4974.
222 S. 12th St.
Broker
prices. Call 474-2325.
estimat
es.
Days
753753-5865
mattress. Make offer.
Licensed & Bonded
6973, nights 474-2276.
9 Situation Wanted
33.Rooms for Rent
Excellent condition.
49. Used Cars
Call Your
GUTTERING by Sears.
i•••••••••••••••••••
TEACHER wrfr Trlor 7.53-8750,
Local Professionals
195
•
•
_
--Sears continuous gutstudents after Achool or
utilities. 753-5842, 8-5.
COMMERCIAL pro•
ters installed for your
1984
Camar
o,
in the summer. ForFOR men students. perty for sale. 919 West
Cryts Used
specifications. Call •
•
details call 753-7129.
like new, with
Private furnished Broadway, Mayfield,
Sears 753-2310 for free •
Office Furniture
0
rooms- with kitchen Ky. Lot .85'x410'. House
• CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS •
WANT job caring for
estimate.
3,700
miles.
1016
Jefferso
facility
n
anyone hospitalized "or
and central air. and garage apt. Re
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
INSULATION blown in •
Automatic
Near University. Phone duced to sell.
homebound. Have
Paducah
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
by Sears. TVA ap- •
Transmi
ssion,
p.s.,
436-5479 after 5p.m.
transportation and re1-(502)-674-8531.
442-4302
proved. Save on those • SOLID WOOD CABINETS & RAISED PANEL DOORS
753-04
14
p.b.,
air
cond.,
ferences. 3 years exROOMS for rent. One
Bach • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
high heating and cool
NEW SHIPMENT
Murray's only Home
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCAS
perience. Willing to
power windows,
block from University. 44 Lots for Sale
ES
ing bills. Call Sears
Desk, chairs and files
el
KITCHEN
CABINET
TOPS
work 7a.m. to 4p.m.
753-1812 or 759-9580.
owned and operated
AURORA one to 10 acres
etc. Only $9,475.
753 , 2310 for free •CUSTOM BUILT FURNITUR•E VANITIES
We now have electric
&
Monday through FriROOMS for college wooded Kentucky Lake
Pest Control Service
FURNITURE REFINISHING
typewoters,
s.
adding
Parker Ford, Inc. estimate
day. Will also do house
women near campus. area, from $3,995, nothing
IVE PRICES
machines, folding tables.
JO C (Sonney) McK in •COMPETIT
Free
Inspecti
and
on
Drop y & forms
cleaning or babysitting.
Kitchen
and
down,
study
from $39 month, for
area
bookcases. print files. two
701
Main
ney
St.
Applianc
e
Service.
Estimat
es
Our Display
,.,i11.753T
712
nea .
available. $100 each home, mobile home, free
drawer and four drawer ids
All makes and models. •
Murray, Ky.
mow yards, have
Summer session. Call information phone Mr.
cabinets
(Authorized Service on
references. Call 753-7284
753-6783.
Shell 1-800-521-4996.
24. Miscellaneous
Used but nice.
Montgomery Ward Ap
753-5273
Mon.-Fri. after 3:30.
.
_LOOM tor... rent, air_
Open Mon.-Sat.
pliances). Located at
1981 - JOHN Deere Rid=
-45
.
rarms
Ask for Jerry.
fin
S1Te
conditioned, furnished,
i98dtlEVY Impala • 2 George Hodge and Son
Mg Mower 317, 48" cut,
excellent condition. Will one block from campus. 122 'ACRES, beautifut door Sports Coupe, 283 Used Furniture Store
$65 month. Available country, excellent horse V-8, automatic, p.s., 753-8505.
trade for smaller
May 15. Call 753-9341.
farm and outbuildings fender skirt§, coral LAWN Mower and tiller
jPcNE
MIS
Specializes in General Cleaning
mower. Call 753-6555 or
SUMMER sleeping' 2 ponds, completely color, restored inside repair. 3 miles south on
753-9648.
We PROFESSIONALLY
rooms
and
out.
for
87,xxx
rent,
remodel
actual
1
block
ed
home. $51,
121. See Wayne Ken
May Anniversary Sale
A-1 Firewood, $25/rick
(and economically)
from, campus. Kitchen 900. Call owner 489-2525.
miles.
$4,500.
753-0770.
Wilson, 753-5086.
1/4 Off Everything
delivered. Nights 436available. College 30 ACRE farm land, 1967 JAGUAR XKE
dry clean corpets,
2778.
students only. 759-9645.
Coupe, rebuilt engine.
Lynn
strip
Grove
and re-finish floors,
area.
2
AB Dick Copier with
ponds. catfish stock. new tires, excellent
Aluminum Service Co.
Dixieland Center 759-4588
wash windows, walls, etc.
supplies, electric 34. Houses for Rent
Owner will finance. For condition. $9,500. Phone
Aluminum and vinyl
typewriter, Remington.
WE CLEAN EVERYTHING WITH
Holiday Inn, Murray. 2 BR brick, kitchen information call 753- 753-6323 after 5p.m.
sidmg. Custom trim work,
9240.
19'72
applianc
TENDE
MERC
furnishe
es
R, LOVING CARE
URY
d
8
No phone calls please.
Marquis, good tires,
miles southeast of
References. Call Will Ed
759-9754 or 759 1834
46
Homes
for Sale
ALL Wood storage Murray. Married
new battery, $350 firm.
Free Pricing On Location
Bailey, 7530689.
building. 8x12 $795, 8x16 couple only. References 2 BR home with 3 acres 435-4578 after 5p.m.
Wocy & Brooke Harrington
VON 10x16 $1,195. 12x16 and deposit. 49,2-8594 in Almo Heights area. 1976 FORD Gran Torino
Season Passes for the Murray $1,495. 12x24 $1,995. after 6p.m.
Station Wagon. cruise,
753-7795 after 6p.m.
Calloway County. Swimrning Pool may
Free delivery within 100 2 BR house, near hospi- 4 BR brick. basement
door locks, steering
,
be purchased prior to pool opening and
miles. We have a large tal, no pets, deposit nice shaded yard.
$45, brakes, air, $1,675.
.
selection in stock. Acree required. $225/ month. 000 or best offer.
save $15.00.
1013 Hatcher Auto Sales,
.
Portable Buildings, 759-1337 after 4p.m.
753-4961.
Payne, 753-5750.
Family Passes - $60.00
Mayfield, Ky. 247-7831.
1978 DATSUN B210,
CLEARY Satellite
$1,200. Call 753-9479 or
Single Passes - $30.00
System, 10 ft.
759-1509.
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Passes may be purchased at the
fiberglass, $1,550 in
1878 MERCURY Zephyr
Gold
Silver
stalled. 11 ft. systems,
Park office, 10th & Payne Sts., phone
Sport Coupe Z7. 6
Closed
Closed
$1,700 installen.
cylinder automatic,
753-7640.
Yesterday 377.50
436-2835. We service
Yesterday
power and air, AM-FM
8.72
what we sell.
stereo, 54.xxx actual
Opened --Opened
FIRE Wood. Seasoned
miles, $2,800. 753-0565 or
Today
372.75
Today
8.66
489-2125
oak, tree trimming and
Down
4.75
Down
.06
removing hedges and
1978 OLDS Delta 88, 4
Compliments of:
shrubs. Free estimates.
dr., blue, 8 cylinder.
GOLD
&
SILVER CUSTOM
p.s.. p.b.. air, local
753-5476.
trade-In. Will sell for
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA
FOR Sale Lawn Mower,
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
loan value, $2,625. Hat8 h.p., 34", good condi
753 7113
cher Auto Sales, 753tion. Phone 753,0238.
We buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
Dixieland Center Open Til 6
4961.
Hours: 10-8 Daily, 12-S Sunday
USED copiers, $250 Calf
1979 BLACK and silver
Bill at Howard D Happy
7
Trans Am, automatic.
Co, 247 5912, 116 & 118 N
t-top. AM-FM cassette,
7th, Mayfield KY
cryise control, 46,xxx
actual miles. 753-6244
27. Mobile Homes for Sale )11
6
Custom, 41
after 5p,rn
12,010 MOBILE home,
1980 CIMVY Chevette. 2
partly furnished, $3,500
DR Sedan Hatchback,
T.V. antenna with pole.
$2.500. 753-0665 or 489$25. Call 437-4731.
2125.
All Types of Custom.1 Woodworking & Cabinetr
15,800 FOR this 1971
y
1981 FORD Escort Wa'Kitchen and Both Cabinets •Counter ToPs
Lander mobile home 3
gon G.L., silver gray.
•Filrniture & Furniture Refinishing •Mill Work
BR, 2 baths. Call Spann
gray and black Ulterior,
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
Commercial and Residential
automatic, a.c.. AM-FM
DOUIRLEWIDE mobile
radio. 39,000 miles,
Minimum qualifications are:
home with house roof
excellent condition.
Quality Work
RICK WEST
and siding, 24)034, cenAGE - Minimum 17 with parents conapproximately 32 MPG
at
435,4125
tral heat and air, fur$4,795. Need to sell. Call
Reasonable Prices
753 9317
sent; maximum 35 without prior military
nished with lots of 14ke
753-5950.
service; with prior service 45.
extras. Near lake. 4741981 MUSTANG, AM 8038.
FM cassette, sun roof.
PHYSICAL - In good health and pass a
p.s., p.b. 753-3445 after
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
physical exam - at no cost to you
4p.m7
)I3R with central air
APTITUDE - MUST TAKE TEST AND
1481 TOYOTA Corolla.
new furnitur_e Call
BR. air, automatic, p.s ,
PASS
Shady Oaks, 753-5209
p.b . AM-FM steep. new
EDUCATION - Completed the 9th grade
steel belt radial tires.
Business
30.
Rentals
excellent condition 901(minimum time credits)
232-8212. Paris Landing
If you think you have Wiiat,it takes, call
area
t4/
ALL*SALES
1982 DODGE Rampage,
" CASH NO LIMIT
Mini,
your
23.000
lun.-1
miles.
air,
one
w
4411
illitek
Labra
dor
wareho
use
:-- A.1-1CNATIONAL GUARD ARMORY
owner, $5500 Hatcher
3-6 1%
Storage Space
Auto Sales, 753-4981
(502)753-4042
198f EXP., 4 speed,
For Rent
110 • riviii%tcrrii. :k75.041.
cruise, air, p.s.,
753-1492
Murray. Ky
759 1099
Industrial Road
AM FM.Best offer.
or
762-4384

ri

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
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Honors day Friday at university

OBITUARIES
Pasco's rites Mr. Smith's
are today at. being held
local church here today
The funeral for U.
Col. (ret.) John Otis
Pasco is today at 2 p.m.
at 'First Christian
Church.
-Dr. David C. Roos is
officiating. The music is
by the Church Choir
with Margaret Boone as
director and Maxine
Clark as organist.
Serving as active
pallbearers are military
officers from Fort
Campbell.
Honorary pallbearers
are David Eldredge,
Walter Apperson, Del
Fleming, Eugene Scott,
Col. Darrell McFerron,
Bailey Gore, Dr.
Howard Titsworth and
Frank Roberts.
Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial
Gardens with full
military rites at the
grave.
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home is in
charge of the
arrangements.
Mr. Pasco, 7, died
Saturday at hit home,
306 North 14th.St.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Patricia
Jones; four sons, John
Otis Pasco, Jr., Dr.'
William Nall Pasco,
James Humphrey
Pasco and Thomas
Steven Pasco; seven
sisters; two brothers;
two grandchildren.

Services for Hudson
Smith are today at 1
p.m. in the chapel of
Max Churchill Funeral
Home.
The -Rev. nean
Woodard and the Rev.
Julian Warren are officiating. Music is being
presented by a granddaughter, Cindy
Magnuson.

The funeral for Luther, San Diego,
.1
Samuel A. Mathis was Calif.; one son, Forrest
today at tt-a.m. in the Mathis, Mayfield; two
chapel of Linn-Vasseur sisters, Mrs. Opal
Funeral Home, Benton. Crouch, Benton, and
The Rev. Terry W. Mrs. Virginia Flood,
Arlington Heights, Ill.;
Mathis officiated.
Burial was in the two brothrs, Paul
Mathis, Brewers, and
Brewers Cemetery.
Mr. Mathis, 80, died Jim Mathis, Marshall
Sunday at 10:50 a.m. at County.
his home on Rt. 5;
Ten grandchildren
and nine greatMayfield.
He is survived by one grandchildren also
daughter, Mrs. Ruby survive.

Honors Day at Murray State University a program each spring
to recognize students
who have distinguished
themselves by
academic achievement
and leadership - is
scheduled at 3:80 p.m.,
Friday, May 11, in the
Curris Center ballroom.
Individual presentations of grants, cash
awards, certificates and
citations will be made
by the university and by
various campus

Honorary pallbearers
are Eugene Burkeen,
Dickie Martin, Jimmy
Morris, Jerry Morris,
Danny Chapman, Jerry
Chapman and Jimmy
Cherry.
Burial will follow in
the Scotts Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Smith, 79, Rt. 3,
died Sunday at 8:19 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Mrs. ha Hurt dies Saturday
Final rites for Mrs. ha
Hurt were Mpaday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Charles
Yancey officiated.
Burial Was in the
Goshen Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Mrs. Hurt, 86, Rt. 3,
Benton, died Saturday
at 11:15 p.m. at Lake
Haven Health Care

Samuel A. Mathis, 80, dies

Active pallbearers
are Charles Burkeen,
Marty Futrell, Maxie
Puckett, Philip Morris,
Michael Dale and Eddie
Chapman.

He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Eulala Chapman Smith; two
daughters, Mrs.
Herbert Dean and Mrs.
Short Futrell; three
granddaughters, Sharon
Giddons, Cindy
Magnuson and Cathy
Maniora; six greatgrandchildreri.

Center, Benton.
She was the widow of
Onyx Hurt and a
member of the Benton
First United Methodist
Church.
Survivors are three
daughters, Miss
Dorothy Hurt and Mrs.
Linda Jarvis, Benton,
and ,Mrs. Robbie Mills,
Paducah; six grandchildren; seven greatgrandchildren.

Hog market
Federal-State Markel News Service
Tuesday. May R. 1904
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 100 Est. 700 Barrows
& Gina 50- 75 higher SOWS steady -1
higher'
US 1-2 210.240 Ihs
, $47 75-40 50
US 2 200-210 lbs
$46 75-47 75
2 210-250 lbs
$47 25-47 75
2-3 250-270 lb.
$4625.47 25
Sows
US 1-2270-350 lb.. _
. 539.00-42.00
US 1.3 300-450 lb. $41) 00-43 00(vat 43.50
US 1-3 450-500 lb..
543.00-45.00
,
US 1.3 500-650 lb.
644 50-47 00
US 2-3 300-500 lb.
PO 00-40.00
Boars $34 36

L'S
US

Stock Market

•
Prices furnished by First of
I.B.M
113%
Michigan
Jerrico
13%
Industrial Average
+3.67
J.C. Penney
5234 '
Air Products
451/2 + 1/2
Johnson & Johnson
3714
Apple Computer
32174 +
Kmart
28
American Telephone. 16% + 114
Mary Kay Cosm
11%
Chrysler
2378 + ;'s
Penwalt
351
/
2
Dupont
50 unc
Quaker Oats
60/
1
2
Ford
Sears
321,4
351* + 14.
G.A.F.
17 4 +
Stuart Hall
General Motors
65 +
Texaco
4014
GenCorp, Inc
33% unc
U.S. Tobacco34%
Goodrich
33% -%
WallMart
347,
26% +
Wendy's
14%
key job markets: Allan- Goodyear
A.L. Williams
-ta, Boston, Chicago, Home Health
Care
America
+
C.•g7F•TYTerd
New York, Northern
California, Pennsylvania, Southern
California, the
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
Southwest (Arizona,
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
Colorado, New Mexico
and Utah), Texas and
Washington, 13C.
For each company
NIP
listed there is an adOur New Location
dress, phone number
Whitnell & Glendale
and often the name of a
Big Johns.
Behind
contact person. You'll
also find information
about each firm's prouducts or services, the
size of its work force,
*1411 d
and in many cases the
kinds of professional
positions at the firm and
11 r
the employment outlook
there. The book is crossindexed, so you caneasily locate employers
by industry and by
geographic area.
Separate Bob Adams
job bank books are
available for each of the
10 job markets in the national book. Each
pseparate paperback
volume lists from 600 to
New Prescriptions and Transferred Prescriptions
2,000 employers and
With This Coupons
costs $9.95.
-J

vn4.1

A

ris 1 oo OFF

CU\Y
Save $5.00 On All Dresses

o

Jr., Misses & Half Sizes
One Rack Ladies Spring

That Gretti all Peetra#
•••Z;

Sportswear
2 Racks Jr. Misses

Sportswear

,

hitnell and Glendale Road. Behind Big John...

Bel Air Decor
South
12th St.

Murray, Ky. 42071

May Carpet Sale
sa‘e

Pfee
mflstall,

ca,(9ex

With The Purchase of Qtion

20 Yds. Or More This Month Only.
Free Installation.
Pick Out Your Carpet Now
And Save All This Month

Good Selection Ladies

Off

Good Selection Ladies

Cotton Dresses
Misses & Half Sizes Jeans AR Sizes

Good Selection Ladies

Ladies Blouses Purses &

Sm. Oyu 46
loilethes By Lhnel
Dress Shoes By Personality G&W
Selection Ladies Grasshopper
Good Selection smau-48

. $3986.

Cotton Dusters
Good Selection Ladies

DWAIN TAYLOR
WHEVR °LET
641

20%

Cotton Sweaters

Free Gift Wrapping

SETTLE-WORKMAN
a

%del mar
Window Treatment Sale

Downtown

1" Mini Blinds

40% off
ciissic Wood Blinds
50% off,

Canvas Shoes

Shop Settle-Workman Co. For Gifts For The Graduate

S. Murray

New Stock on
Prepasted Wallpaper
Over 200 Patterns

Robes, Gowns & Pajamas

Good Selection

1979 Impala
Nice

/
1 3 Off

Good Selection Small thru 2XL

O•us

753-2617 '

Safe-T-Discount Pharmacy

K&K STUMP REMOVAL

Good Selection Ladies

S

Byron's

DISCOUNT

4

.

u+40

A gift ofRussell Stover Candies will bring a smile to Mothers, Grandmother&
and Aunts on May 13. Choose from quality candies made of fresh, wholesome ingredients selected with the greatest care. "Only the finest"for her
on this special day.

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

—1/rmir-wm
•-r----

or students who have
made an outstanding
contribution in service
and leadership to the
campus WUI be the recipient of the Ralph
Woods Memorial
Award.
A senior student,who
has demonstrated
academic excellence
and outstanding leadership in human services
activities will receive
the Donald B. Hunter
Distinguished Service
Award.
Music will be provided by the Murray State
University Wind'
Ensemble Brass, with
Dr. Gerald L. Welker as
conductor, and
members of Gamma
Beta Phi honor society
will serve as ushers.
An informal reception
on the concourse outside
the ballroom will follow
the program, with
members of the SGA as
hosts.

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT -- INVESTMENTS

Proro con remote,stomp, up
low Ow ground
to 74 to
,
41S 11143 0• 435 0319
Now Soul Pot Oto.col

=
vials DA It

wrr-

counselor on the campus, will give the
invocation. Dr. Kaki M. Stroup,
univergity president,
will welcome guests to
the campus, and Booth
will introduce the
academic deans, who
will preside as presentations are made by
representatives of their
colleges.
Among students to be
recognized are the
outstanding senior
woman and man,
outstanding students in
various acade-mic
departments and honor
societies based on
scholarship, and
students named to
"Who's Who Among
Students in American
Universities and
Colleges."
The Max G. Carman
Outstanding Teacher
Award of the SGA will
be presented to a faculty
member, and a student

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

U

E.Mir

scholastic and honorary
organizations to more
than 200 students.
About 300 students
who have met memberAlp stiindards of campus honor societies will
be recogniied by having
their names printed in
the program book.
Dr. James L. Booth,
vice president for
academic affairs, said
all parents and friends
are invited to attend the
awards ceremony. Commencement exercises
are scheduled the
following day4 Saturday, May 12, at 10 a.m.
in Racer Arena.
Donald E. Thomas of
Kuttawa, a senior who
served during the
1983-84 school year at
Student Government
Association (SGA)
president, will preside
during the honors program. Yvette Payne of
Murray, a graduate student and an a dmissions

INDUSTRIAL ART AWARD - Danny Claiborne, right, a teacher at
Calloway County Middle School, explains the toy factory program which
won the Best Project in Division I award at the College of Industry and
Technology show at Murray State University last week. Claiborne's seventh
grade manufacturing class has established the CCMS Toy Box, where the
students design and mass produce a new toy every nine weeks. Calloway
Middle School's industrial arts entries also won first, second and third place
group awards in toy designs. Examining the latest toy is Sanford Hill, mid•
die, chairman of the show. At left is Marshall Enoch of Marion, Ky., a Murray-State student teacher in the toy program:

Persons should check jobs
By CHANGING TIMES
The Kiplinger Magazine
An early and essential
step in a search for .a
new job is to compile
lists of companies with
the kinds of jobs you are
looking for.
To find those companies, you can comb
such library references
as Standard & Poor's
and Dun & Bradstreet
and state and local
business directories.
Local chambers of commerce and government
business bureaus are
also sources.
The National Job
Bank (Bob Adams Inc.,
2045 Commonwealth
Ave.„ Brighton, MA
02135; $79.95; 1,432
priges) contains most of
the information needed
to make up a target
employers list. The book
includes data on about
10,000 companies in 10

.

40 to 50% Off .hru Month of May
T

Across From The Brink of Murray
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